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Highlights of GAO-09-659, a report to 
congressional requesters.  

In 2008, GAO reported that 1,088 oil 
industry mergers occurred between 
2000 and 2007. Given the potential 
for price effects, GAO 
recommended that the Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC), the 
agency with the authority to 
maintain petroleum industry 
competition, undertake more 
regular retrospective reviews of 
past petroleum industry mergers, 
and FTC said it would consider this 
recommendation. GAO was asked 
to conduct such a review of its own 
to determine how mergers and 
market concentration—a measure 
of the number and market shares of 
firms in a market—affected 
wholesale gasoline prices since 
2000.  
 
GAO examined the effects of 
mergers and market concentration 
using an economic model that 
ruled out the effects of many other 
factors. GAO consulted with a 
number of experts and used both 
public and private data in 
developing the model. GAO tested 
the model under a variety of 
assumptions to address some of its 
limitations. GAO also interviewed 
petroleum market participants.   

What GAO Recommends  

This study reinforces the need to 
review past petroleum industry 
mergers, and GAO continues to 
recommend that FTC conduct such 
reviews more regularly and develop 
risk-based guidelines to determine 
when to conduct them. FTC 
reviewed a draft of this report and 
supports GAO’s recommendation 
to conduct more reviews of past 
petroleum industry mergers. 

GAO examined seven mergers that occurred since 2000—ranging in value and 
geography and for which there was available gasoline pricing data (see 
table)—and found three that were associated with statistically significant 
increases or decreases in wholesale gasoline prices. Specifically, GAO found 
that the mergers of Valero Energy with Ultramar Diamond Shamrock and 
Valero Energy with Premcor, which both involved the acquisition of refineries, 
were associated with estimated average price increases of about 1 cent per 
gallon each.  In addition, GAO found that the merger of Phillips Petroleum 
with Conoco, which primarily involved the acquisition of oil exploration and 
production assets, was associated with an estimated average decrease in 
wholesale gasoline prices across cities affected by the merger of nearly 2 
cents per gallon. This analysis provides an indicator of the impact that 
petroleum industry mergers can have on wholesale gasoline prices. Additional 
analysis would be needed to explain the price effects that GAO estimated. 
 
 

Seven Mergers That GAO Studied, and the Estimated Wholesale Gasoline Price Effects 

Merger Date

Value 
 (Dollars in 

millions) 
Cities 

affected
Estimated  
price effect 

Chevron/Texaco 10/16/2000 $44,838 37
Not statistically 
significant  

Phillips/Tosco 2/4/2001 9,828 8
Not statistically 
significant 

Valero/Ultramar 
Diamond 
Shamrock 5/7/2001 6,442 26

+1.06 cents per 
gallon 

Shell/Texaco 10/9/2001 3,860 35
Not statistically 
significant 

Phillips/Conoco 11/19/2001 31,282 47
- 1.64 cents per 
gallon 

Premcor/Williams 11/26/2002 367 2
Not statistically 
significant 

Valero/Premcor 4/25/2005 $7,588 20
+1.13 cents per 
gallon 

Source: GAO analysis of information from IHS Herold and Oil Price Information Service.  
 

GAO used two separate measures of market concentration, one which measured 
the number of sellers at wholesale gasoline terminals and another which 
measured the market share of refiners supplying gasoline to those sellers, and 
found that less concentrated markets were statistically significantly associated 
with lower gasoline prices. For example, for wholesale terminals with more 
sellers—i.e., terminals that were less concentrated—GAO estimated that prices 
were about 8 cents per gallon lower at terminals with 14 sellers than at 
terminals that had only 9 sellers. This result is consistent with the idea that 
markets with more sellers are likely to be more competitive, resulting in lower 
prices. Using the second measure of concentration, GAO similarly found a 
statistically significant association between prices and the level of refinery 
concentration, with less concentrated groups of refineries associated with 
lower prices. View GAO-09-659 or key components. 

For more information, contact Mark Gaffigan 
at gaffiganm@gao.gov, (202) 512-3841 or 
Tom McCool at mccoolt@gao.gov, (202) 512-
2700. 

http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-09-659
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United States Government Accountability Office

Washington, DC 20548 

  

June 12, 2009 

The Honorable Charles E. Schumer 
Vice Chairman  
Joint Economic Committee 
United States Congress 

The Honorable Herb Kohl 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Antitrust, Competition  
    Policy and Consumer Rights 
Committee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman 
Chairman  
Committee on Energy and Commerce 
House of Representatives 

The Honorable Dianne Feinstein 
United States Senate 

In 2008, GAO reported that more than 1,000 mergers occurred in the 
petroleum industry between 2000 and 2007.1 These mergers were mostly 
between firms involved in crude oil exploration and production, and were 
generally driven by the challenges associated with producing oil in 
extreme physical environments such as offshore in deep water and 
increasing concerns about competition with large national oil companies. 
Other mergers took place in the segment of the petroleum industry that 
refines and sells petroleum products. These mergers were generally driven 
by the desire for greater operational efficiencies and cost savings. We 
reported that while mergers could help oil companies overcome some of 
these challenges, they also have the potential to increase firms’ market 

 
1GAO, Energy Markets: Analysis of More Past Mergers Could Enhance Federal Trade 

Commission’s Efforts to Maintain Competition in the Petroleum Industry, GAO-08-1082 
(Washington, D.C.: Sept. 25, 2008.) 
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power––allowing them to raise gasoline prices without being undercut by 
other firms.2 

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has lead responsibility for federal 
reviews of petroleum industry mergers. In evaluating mergers, FTC staff 
try to predict the impact of a merger on gasoline prices by reviewing 
factors that affect competition, including the market concentration. 
Market areas with a number of small firms are considered to be 
unconcentrated or moderately concentrated, while areas with fewer, 
larger firms are highly concentrated. Mergers that lead to a more 
concentrated market might also improve efficiency and reduce costs, and 
firms may pass these savings on to consumers in the form of lower prices. 
At the same time, mergers that cause a market area to become highly 
concentrated potentially allow one firm, or a small group of firms, to 
increase consumer prices above competitive levels. However, our 2008 
review was limited to FTC’s efforts to maintain competition in the 
petroleum industry; it did not address the impacts mergers or subsequent 
changes in market concentration may have had on prices. In this context, 
we were asked to study how (1) selected mergers, and (2) market 
concentration, have affected wholesale gasoline prices since 2000. 

To study the impacts of selected mergers and market concentration on 
wholesale gasoline prices, we developed and extensively tested an 
econometric model that examined the statistical relationship between 
mergers, market concentration, and gasoline prices. We limited our 
analysis to mergers (1) that occurred between 2000 and 2007, (2) that had 
transaction values of $200 million or greater, and (3) for which we had 
useful and complete gasoline price data where each merger occurred. 
These criteria provided seven mergers for our analysis. To provide context 
on petroleum industry mergers, we interviewed a number of petroleum 
industry representatives and FTC staff. In developing our model, we 
consulted with a number of economists in industry and academia who had 
completed similar studies, as well as with economists at FTC. We also 
varied the design of our model to ensure that our results were not highly 
dependent on any single assumption. Our model required data on mergers 
and wholesale gasoline prices, as well as other factors that might have 
affected gasoline markets, so that we could control for them and isolate 
the effects of mergers and concentration. 

                                                                                                                                    
2A merger, as defined in this analysis, involves the sale of either all or part of the stock or 
assets of a company to another. 
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We purchased data from IHS Herold on the nature and size of petroleum 
industry mergers between 2000 and 2007.3 We also purchased data from 
the Oil Price Information Service (OPIS) on historical gasoline prices at 
wholesale gasoline terminals located across the United States.4 The price 
data provided by OPIS reflect 60 percent of the gasoline sold at these 
wholesale terminals.5 We looked at prices at one terminal in each of 78 
cities. We also used additional data from OPIS to control for the effects of 
special gasoline types that varied across cities in our analysis. Further, we 
used a number of data sets from the Energy Information Administration 
(EIA), including historical data on crude oil prices, refinery utilization 
rates, and gasoline sales. We assessed the reliability of the data and found 
them sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this report. 

Despite our efforts to carefully design our analysis, there were limitations. 
For example, we were not able to fully account for all the conceivable 
factors that affect gasoline markets, including disruptions to local gasoline 
supply markets from weather-related events, interruptions in refinery or 
pipeline operations, or other changes in local gasoline supply. As such, the 
price impacts we present from our model are estimates. In addition, 
because some cities were affected by multiple mergers, may have had 
changes in market concentration, and may have been affected by factors 
for which we did not have data, we cannot describe how wholesale prices 
may have changed overall in each location. Therefore the strength of this 
analysis is to provide an indicator of the potential impacts of mergers and 
market concentration rather than to suggest that these factors were the 
sole source of gasoline price changes in the cities we chose to study. See 
appendix I for a more detailed description of our objectives, scope, and 
methodology. 

We conducted this performance audit from October 2008 to June 2009 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and 
conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence 

                                                                                                                                    
3IHS Herold is an independent research firm specializing in the energy sector that provides 
financial and operational data for, as well as analyses of, more than 400 oil and gas 
companies.  

4OPIS is a private company that is a leading provider of gasoline price information. 

5The remaining gasoline is sold directly to retailers, or through other arrangements, and 
price data for these sales are not always available. 
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obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives. 

 
The U.S. petroleum industry consists of firms of varying sizes that operate 
in one or more of three broad segments—the upstream, which consists of 
the exploration for and production of crude oil; the midstream, which 
consists of pipelines and other infrastructure used to transport crude oil 
and refined products; and the downstream, which consists of the refining 
and marketing of petroleum products such as gasoline and heating oil. 
While some firms operate in only one or two of these segments, fully 
vertically integrated oil companies participate in all of them. Chevron is an 
example of a fully integrated petroleum company, with operations in all 
three segments, while Wawa—the convenience store chain—is an example 
of a firm operating in only one market segment as a downstream 
independent fuel retailer. 

Background 

Refiners produce gasoline and then arrange its delivery, usually via 
pipeline, but also via barge, truck, or rail, from their refineries to any of 
the nearly 400 wholesale terminals located throughout the country. 
Terminals can be near refineries, pipelines, or water ports, and can involve 
a wide-ranging number of wholesale gasoline sellers, including refiners or 
importers.6 The number of sellers at a wholesale terminal is not 
necessarily related to the number of refineries near the terminal; in some 
markets, a single refinery can produce gasoline for a number of sellers if 
they have supply arrangements with that refinery.7 At wholesale terminals, 
the majority of gasoline is purchased by marketers or distributors, for 
subsequent resale at retail gasoline stations, while the rest is sold directly 
to retailers (see fig. 1). Market dynamics anywhere along the supply chain 
can influence consumer prices, beginning with upstream crude oil 
production, all the way through downstream refining and retailing. 

                                                                                                                                    
6Major oil companies own most of the terminals, although according to OPIS, some are 
owned by pipeline operators or dedicated terminal companies. 

7These additional sellers include oil companies wishing to sell gasoline in areas where they 
do not have refineries. 
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Figure 1: Example of a Gasoline Supply Chain 

Source: GAO.
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Gasoline from a wholesale terminal can also be either branded or 
unbranded. Branded gasolines are those supplied from major refiners 
selling under their trademarks, such as BP or Marathon, and often contain 
special additives, while unbranded gasolines may be supplied by major or 
independent refiners, but are not sold under a refiner’s trademark. 
Branded prices include a premium reflecting the recognized brand name, 
fuel additives, and other costs, such as advertising.8 Unbranded prices, 
which tend to be lower than those for branded, are paid by distributors 

                                                                                                                                    
8In addition, when refiners sell branded gasoline to distributors and retailers, the contracts 
tend to be less flexible than contracts for unbranded gasoline but guarantee a more secure 
supply. Thus, branded prices may also include a premium for this additional security. 
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who deliver gasoline to retail locations ranging from large supermarkets to 
small independent retailers that are not affiliated with a major refiner.9 

FTC’s merger review process is conducted by staff in various bureaus and 
offices throughout the agency, but mainly by the Bureau of Economics and 
the Bureau of Competition. In reviewing proposed mergers, FTC follows 
guidelines that it developed jointly with the Department of Justice (DOJ) 
for predicting the effects of mergers on competition. The unifying theme in 
the guidelines is that mergers should not be permitted to enhance a firm’s 
market power or to make it easier for a firm to exercise market power. In 
its review, FTC examines whether market conditions, including market 
concentration, would be conducive for firms to act unilaterally or to 
coordinate to raise prices. Unilateral effects occur when the merged firm 
profitably reduces its own supply and raises prices, even though other 
competitors may respond by increasing their own output. Such behavior 
can be profitable if the merged firm has a significant share of sales and the 
response of competitors is limited. Coordinated behavior occurs when 
each firm remaining in the market reduces its output, increasing prices. In 
their reviews of petroleum industry mergers, FTC staff seek to avoid the 
possibility of price increases even as small as 1 cent per gallon because the 
petroleum industry sells large volumes of fuel at thin margins, and price 
changes of this magnitude can affect industry decisions regarding 
production or sales. In addition, in some markets, even 1 cent per gallon 
price increases can lead to more than $100 million per year in additional 
costs for consumers, according to FTC analysis. 

After reviewing a merger, FTC has three options: (1) to not challenge the 
merger; (2) to challenge the merger in court; or (3) to not challenge the 
merger as long as certain agreed upon remedial actions are met, such as 
firms selling off, or divesting, overlapping assets that have the greatest 
potential to harm competition.10 FTC also performs other activities to 
monitor petroleum markets, including monitoring fuel prices and 
conducting special investigations. For example, FTC’s price-monitoring 
program tracks retail gasoline and diesel prices in 360 cities across the 

                                                                                                                                    
9Buyers of unbranded gasoline may or may not have a binding contractual arrangement 
with a refiner. Therefore, a buyer of unbranded gasoline may not be guaranteed a secure 
supply or lower prices, particularly during market shocks that reduce the gasoline supply. 
Thus, when there is a disruption in the supply system, such as those caused by pipeline or 
refinery breakdowns, unbranded prices at wholesale terminals can be higher than those of 
branded. 

10FTC can also challenge completed mergers if they violate antitrust laws. 
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nation and wholesale prices in 20 major urban areas. In addition, on April 
16, 2009, FTC issued a Revised Notice of Proposed Rulemaking seeking 
public comment on a revised proposed rule that would prohibit market 
manipulation in the petroleum industry. The revised proposed rule would 
prohibit fraudulent and deceptive conduct that could harm wholesale 
petroleum markets, but it is not yet clear how this new rule will affect 
FTC’s monitoring of petroleum industry markets. However, FTC staff 
indicated that because FTC is an enforcement agency, they focus on 
merger and antitrust enforcement, rather than ongoing monitoring of the 
petroleum industry, as a regulatory agency would likely undertake. 
According to FTC, during the latter part of 2008, approximately 125 FTC 
staff members–-attorneys, economists, paralegals, research analysts, and 
others–-worked to some extent on matters involving antitrust and pricing 
issues in the oil and natural gas sectors, and about 6 or 7 staff economists 
from the Bureau of Economics were involved in ongoing monitoring of the 
petroleum industry, although these economists also devoted a portion of 
their time to other industries. These staff economists also occasionally 
perform analysis of past mergers, and FTC has indicated retrospective 
merger reviews are a valuable part of antitrust decision making. If FTC 
finds anticompetitive behavior in retrospective reviews, it has the ability to 
conduct further in-depth investigations into the merger and collect 
substantial company-specific data in order to pursue corrective action to 
reintroduce competition into the market such as forced divestitures or 
conduct-based remedies. 

However, as we reported in 2008, FTC does not regularly look back at past 
mergers in the petroleum industry to assess their actual effects on prices–
–there had been only three such retrospective reviews, between 2000 and 
2007.11 We recommended that FTC undertake more regular retrospective 
reviews of past petroleum industry mergers and develop risk-based 
guidelines to determine when to conduct them. In commenting on this, 
FTC noted that our recommendation was consistent with a recent self-
evaluation initiative and would consider it in that regard. Although these 
reviews can be resource intensive, experts, industry participants, and FTC 
agreed that regular retrospective reviews would allow the agency to better 
inform future merger reviews and better measure its success in 
maintaining competition. In this regard, the National Bureau of Economic 
Research published a study in March 2009 entitled Generating Evidence to 
Guide Merger Enforcement, which noted the importance of conducting 

                                                                                                                                    
11None of the studies found that the mergers had any adverse effects on gasoline prices. 
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retrospective merger reviews.12 The study found that retrospective merger 
reviews can help to evaluate the impacts of past merger enforcement 
decisions and can allow antitrust agencies to develop better techniques to 
predict the effects of future mergers on competition. The study also 
suggested that it made sense to focus retrospective reviews on completed 
mergers with the greatest likelihood of anticompetitive effects, such as 
mergers in highly concentrated markets.13 FTC is currently working on a 
fourth retrospective review of a past petroleum industry merger, which is 
expected to be released later this year. 

 
We studied the effects of seven petroleum industry mergers that occurred 
since 2000 on wholesale gasoline prices and found three that were 
associated with small changes in wholesale gasoline prices. Specifically, 
we developed an econometric model to isolate the effects on wholesale 
gasoline prices of seven mergers––(1) Chevron Corporation/Texaco, (2) 
Phillips Petroleum Company/Tosco Corporation, (3) Valero Energy 
Corporation/Ultramar Diamond Shamrock Corporation (UDS), (4) Royal 
Dutch Shell Group/Texaco, (5) Phillips Petroleum Company/Conoco, (6) 
Premcor/Williams Companies, and (7) Valero Energy 
Corporation/Premcor. These mergers ranged widely in the size of 
transaction, from the Chevron/Texaco merger, valued at about $45 billion, 
to the Premcor/Williams merger, valued at $367 million. Five of the seven 
mergers were focused primarily on the downstream sector, with refining, 
marketing, or retail operations as the key assets that changed ownership, 
while the other two mergers were concentrated in the upstream 
exploration and production sector, with oil reserves as the key asset that 
changed ownership. The rationale for some of these mergers, according to 
industry officials, was generally to increase operational efficiencies and 
reduce costs through economies of scale.14 Summary information about 
the mergers is provided in table 1. 

Some Petroleum 
Industry Mergers 
Were Associated with 
Small Increases and 
Decreases in 
Wholesale Gasoline 
Prices 

                                                                                                                                    
12The National Bureau of Economic Research is a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan research 
organization that disseminates unbiased economic research among public policymakers, 
business professionals, and the academic community. 

13Orley C. Ashenfelter, Daniel Hosken, Matthew Weinberg, National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Generating Evidence to Guide Merger Enforcement; NBER Working Paper 
14798, (Cambridge Mass., March 2009). 

14See appendix III for more detailed information on each merger transaction. 
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Table 1: Summary Information for Mergers Reviewed in Model 

Mergera 
Announced 
date 

Transaction value
(U.S. dollars in 
millions)  
and key assets  

Number of 
cities 
affectedb  

FTC response  
to merger 

GAO’s estimated effect on 
wholesale gasoline prices 
(cents/gallon)c 

Chevron Corp./Texaco  Oct. 16, 2000 $44,838 
oil and gas 
reserves  

37 Challenged: 
divestitures required 
in refining and 
marketing 

Results not statistically 
significant 

Phillips Petroleum 
Company/ Tosco Corp. 

Feb. 4, 2001 $9,828  
8 refineries and 
approximately 
6,400 retail stations

8 Not  
challenged 

Results not statistically 
significant 

Valero Energy 
Corp./Ultramar Diamond 
Shamrock (UDS) Corp. 

May 7, 2001 $6,442 
7 refineries and 
approximately 
5,000 retail stations

26 Challenged: 
divestitures required 
in refining and 
retailing. 

+1.06 (branded) 
Unbranded results not 
statistically significant 

Royal Dutch Shell 
Group/Texaco  

Oct. 9, 2001 $3,860 
Texaco’s share of 
Motiva and Equilon 
downstream joint 
venturesd 

35 Not 
challenged 

Results not statistically 
significant 

Phillips Petroleum 
Company/Conoco  

Nov. 19, 2001 $31,282 
oil and gas 
reserves, refining 
and marketing 
assets  

47 Challenged: 
divestitures required 
in refining and 
marketing 

-1.64 (branded) 
-1.14 (unbranded) 

Premcor/Williams 
Companies 

Nov. 26, 2002 $367 
1 refinery 

2 Not 
challenged 

Results not statistically 
significant 

Valero Energy 
Corp./Premcor 

Apr. 25, 2005 $7,588 
4 refineries 

20 Not 
challenged 

Branded results not 
statistically significant 

+1.13 (unbranded) 

Source: GAO analysis of information from IHS Herold,, FTC, and OPIS. 
aGAO criteria for selection of mergers included (1) mergers that occurred between 2000 and 2007, (2) 
a minimum merger transaction value of $200 million, and (3) the availability of useful and complete 
gasoline price data. 
bThe cities affected include those, out of the 78 examined in GAO’s model, with wholesale terminals 
where both companies operated before the merger. 
cThe price effects we report were statistically significant, meaning that we were able to reasonably 
rule out the effects of chance on the estimated impacts on wholesale gasoline prices. 
dThe Equilon Enterprises joint venture included approximately 4,500 Shell-branded and 4,500 
Texaco-branded gasoline service stations, four refineries, and 65 product terminals and ports. The 
Motiva Enterprises joint venture included approximately 4,800 Shell-branded and 8,200 Texaco-
branded stations, four refineries, seven lubricants facilities, and 50 product terminals. 
 

As shown in table 1, the seven mergers we analyzed ranged widely in the 
number of cities with wholesale terminals that were affected by the 
merger. We analyzed the effects of the seven mergers at terminals in 78 
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cities across the United States. The three mergers affecting terminals in 35 
or more cities each—-Chevron/Texaco, Shell/Texaco, and 
Phillips/Conoco—-reflect a wide geographic area, as each merger affected 
cities across a number of regions of the country. The Valero/Premcor and 
Valero/UDS mergers, each of which affected terminals in 20 or more cities, 
were more concentrated geographically, primarily affecting cities in the 
eastern and western United States, respectively. The two mergers affecting 
terminals in fewer than 10 cities each—-Phillips/Tosco and 
Premcor/Williams—-reflect narrower geographic areas, with the former 
affecting a few cities in the Southeast and Southwest and the latter 
affecting 2 cities in the Southeast. See appendix III for more information 
on the geographic regions affected by each merger. 

Antitrust enforcement actions taken in response to the mergers varied, 
depending on the characteristics of the firms, the geographic areas 
affected, and the specifics of the transaction. As shown in table 1, the FTC 
challenged three of the mergers, as originally proposed, on the basis of 
potential threats to competition in one or more sectors of the industry.15 In 
response to these potential anticompetitive threats, FTC required the 
merging firms to divest key assets in the sectors of identified concern. In 
the case of the Chevron/Texaco merger, FTC identified potential threats to 
gasoline marketing in 23 states across the western and southern United 
States, as well as potential threats to refining in California and the Pacific 
Northwest, among others. As a result, it ordered the divestiture of 
Texaco’s downstream assets in marketing and refining, as well as in 
pipelines.16 In the case of the Valero/UDS merger, FTC identified potential 
threats to the refining and supply sectors in California and subsequently 
required the divestiture of a UDS refinery in Avon, California, as well as 
the divestiture of numerous supply contracts and 70 retail outlets across 
the West. In the case of the Phillips/Conoco merger, FTC identified a 
number of potential concerns, including threats to gasoline refining and 
supply in various western and midwestern states. In response, FTC 
required divestitures in key areas of concern, including the sale of a 
Phillips refinery near Salt Lake City and marketing assets in northern 
Utah, as well as the sale of Conoco’s Denver-area refinery and Phillips’s 

                                                                                                                                    
15Potential threats identified by the FTC can include both unilateral and coordinated 
threats to competition. 

16These assets included shares of two refining and marketing joint ventures with Royal 
Dutch/Shell Group and Saudi Refining, as managed by Motiva Enterprises and Equilon 
Enterprises. Subsequent to this order, Shell became the sole owner of Equilon, and Shell 
and Saudi Refining became the owners of Motiva.   
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marketing assets in eastern Colorado. In the case of the remaining four 
mergers, FTC did not identify competitive concerns and consequently did 
not require divestitures or other remedial actions. 

As highlighted in table 1, the results of our analysis suggest that two of the 
seven mergers were associated with small increases in wholesale gasoline 
prices, while one was associated with a small decrease in wholesale 
gasoline prices. In the case of these three mergers, the model results were 
statistically significant, meaning that we were able to reasonably rule out 
the effects of chance on the estimated impacts on wholesale gasoline 
prices. In addition, our model held constant the effects of a number of 
other key variables, including changes in gasoline inventory, refinery 
capacity utilization, and the type of gasoline sold, although data were 
unavailable on additional factors that may have affected prices. According 
to these results, the 2005 acquisition by Valero of four refineries owned by 
Premcor was associated with an increase of 1.13 cents per gallon for 
unbranded gasoline. Similarly, the model suggests that the 2001 acquisition 
by Valero of seven refineries and approximately 5,000 retail stations 
owned by UDS was associated with an increase in branded wholesale 
gasoline prices of approximately 1.06 cents per gallon.17 By contrast, the 
model suggests that the 2001 merger of Phillips and Conoco, including oil 
reserves, as well as refining and marketing, was associated with a 
decrease in branded wholesale gasoline prices of approximately 1.64 cents 
per gallon and a decrease of 1.14 cents per gallon for unbranded gasoline. 
The price effects observed in these three cases reflect an average increase 
or decrease in wholesale gasoline prices at terminals across the cities 
affected by the merger for the period of time following the merger through 
September 2008.18 In the case of the remaining four mergers—-
Chevron/Texaco, Phillips/Tosco, Shell/Texaco, and Premcor/Williams—-
the results of our model were not statistically significant. 

                                                                                                                                    
17As noted earlier, these estimates may have been affected by the effects of localized 
disruptions or changes to gasoline supply. In the case of the Valero/Premcor merger, this 
could include potential disruptions due to events surrounding Hurricane Katrina in 2005. In 
the case of the Valero/UDS merger, this could include potential disruptions due to new 
specifications for California gasoline beginning in December 2003. To address these issues, 
we would have to had made judgments about the timing and regional impacts of these 
events without adequate data.   

18Our model included price data that we purchased from the OPIS for gasoline sold at 
wholesale terminals, or racks, located in cities throughout the United States. The remaining 
gasoline is sold directly to retailers, or through other arrangements, and price data for 
these sales are not always available. 
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Given the complexities of the petroleum industry’s supply chain, we could 
not provide an explanation as to why certain mergers were associated 
with changes in wholesale gasoline prices. Gasoline moves through an 
often complicated supply network, and the efficiency gains associated 
with mergers, or likewise the opportunities for market participants at any 
level of the network to exercise market power, could play out in any 
number of ways. For example, some marketers we spoke with indicated 
that mergers sometimes spurred refiners to renegotiate the terms of their 
supply agreements, making them less favorable and potentially indicating 
the exercise of market power by an individual refiner. On the other hand, 
mergers can create operational efficiencies and economies of scale that 
can allow refiners and marketers to pass on savings, in the form of lower 
prices, to consumers. At the terminal level, there is limited information on 
gasoline’s refinery of origin, including whether it was even refined 
domestically, further adding to the difficultly in pinpointing how and 
where the impacts from a merger are felt. For example, marketers we 
spoke with indicated that they could not be sure where gasoline shipped 
via pipeline came from, since similar products are intermingled in the 
system. In addition, refiners we spoke with indicated that they were able 
to exchange gasoline with each other, enabling them to have a marketing 
presence in a city that was not very close to one of their refineries. These 
“exchange agreements” add to the efficiency of the supply network, 
because refiners can trade fuel across locations rather than ship it, 
although these agreements can also greatly add to its complexity. As such, 
our model does not provide further explanation as to the underlying forces 
that contributed to any correlation between the three mergers and 
changes in wholesale gasoline prices, nor does it provide conclusive 
evidence of unilateral or coordinated behavior to influence gasoline 
prices. To do this we would have had to conduct in-depth investigations 
into each merger and collect substantial company-specific data. 
Nonetheless, our model provides an indicator of the impact that petroleum 
industry mergers can have on wholesale gasoline prices. And given the 
substantial size of the gasoline market, even small increases or decreases 
in wholesale prices can have a significant impact on consumer spending.19 

 

                                                                                                                                    
19In its ruling on the Valero/UDS merger, FTC indicated that even a 1 cent per gallon 
increase in gasoline prices would cost California consumers an extra $150 million per year. 
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We also used our model to analyze market concentration and found that 
less concentrated wholesale gasoline markets—i.e., wholesale terminals 
with more sellers—were significantly associated with lower gasoline 
prices at terminals located in 78 cities across the United States.20 For 
example, we estimated that prices were about 8 cents per gallon lower at 
terminals with, for example, 14 sellers compared with prices at terminals 
that had only 9 sellers. We also measured the concentration of groups of 
refineries that supplied gasoline to sellers at wholesale terminals in these 
cities and similarly found that prices were lower if a terminal was supplied 
by a less concentrated group of refineries. 

Analysis Suggests 
Less Concentrated 
Markets Were 
Associated with 
Lower Wholesale 
Gasoline Prices 

Measures of market concentration often take into account both the 
number of firms in a market and the market share of each firm, and one 
such measure, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, or HHI, gives 
proportionally greater weight to firms with larger market shares.21 
According to FTC and DOJ guidelines, an unconcentrated market has an 
HHI of less than 1,000; a moderately concentrated market has an HHI 
between 1,000 and 1,800; and a highly concentrated market, with the 
greater likelihood that a firm could exercise market power, has an HHI 
over 1,800. We measured market concentration affecting wholesale 
terminals in two ways: (1) by counting the number of sellers at each 
wholesale terminal, and (2) by calculating the HHI of refinery groups that 
supplied gasoline to sellers at wholesale terminals. 

In our first approach, the number of sellers at wholesale terminals was 
inversely related to the level of concentration, with terminals with few 
sellers having high levels of concentration. Although this measure was not 
technically a measure of market concentration, it closely reflected supply 
conditions at wholesale terminals in the 78 cities we studied.22 In our 
second approach, we moved up the supply chain and measured the 
number and size of the refineries that were the original source for the 
gasoline delivered to the sellers at each terminal. We determined the 
production capacity of refineries in the seven historical U.S. refinery 
groups known as spot markets and then determined which spot market 

                                                                                                                                    
20We examined prices at 1 terminal per city. 

21For example, if there are two firms that sell products in a market with market shares of 60 
percent and 40 percent, respectively, the calculation of HHI would be 602+ 402 = 5,200 

22This approach did not allow us to capture whether there was one large seller and a 
number of smaller sellers or whether all the sellers sold relatively similar volumes of 
gasoline. 
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groups supplied gasoline to sellers at individual wholesale terminals, 
allowing us to estimate a refinery HHI for individual wholesale terminals 
in the 78 cities we studied.23 

Both of our measures indicated that less concentrated markets were 
significantly associated with lower wholesale gasoline prices, as shown in 
tables 2 and 3. Although we did not observe large changes in market 
concentration over time, there was variation in market concentration 
across the wholesale terminals in our analysis. In order to demonstrate the 
size of the effect that market concentration had on wholesale gasoline 
prices, we chose to look at the expected changes in wholesale prices 
across two ranges of market concentration---one range was between the 
25th and 75th percentiles of market concentration values in our analysis, 
and the other was between the 10th and 90th percentiles. We calculated 
the expected price differences if a terminal were to have moved from the 
higher end of either of these concentration ranges to the lower end. 

We found that the terminals with more sellers and therefore lower levels 
of concentration would be expected to have lower wholesale gasoline 
prices (see table 2). We estimated that if a terminal were to have gained 5 
wholesale gasoline sellers, we would expect prices to be 8 cents per gallon 
lower at that terminal. In addition, if a terminal were to have gained 11 
sellers, we estimated that prices would be 18 cents per gallon lower. We 
present the number of sellers at each of the terminals in the 78 cities we 
examined, which ranged from 3 to 21 in 2008, with a median of 11, in 
appendix IV. 

 

                                                                                                                                    
23Most of the nation’s gasoline supply comes from one of seven groups of refineries 
throughout the United States, which experts refer to as spot markets. Energy traders use 
spot markets to price gasoline that is bought and sold at the wholesale level. These spot 
markets are defined by the refineries in and around San Francisco, Los Angeles, the Pacific 
Northwest, the Gulf Coast, Tulsa (Midcontinent), Chicago, and New York Harbor. None of 
the terminals in our analysis were served primarily by the Chicago market, although we 
considered the refineries in Alaska as a separate market. We used industry data to link 
these spot markets to individual wholesale gasoline terminals in the 78 cities we studied. 
However, we were not able to account for gasoline imported into the United States because 
we only had data on U.S refinery production capacity. See appendix I for more information. 
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Table 2: Effects of the Number of Sellers on Unbranded Wholesale Gasoline Prices 
at the Terminals in the 78 Cities We Studied 

Change in number of sellers 
at the wholesale terminal  

Gain of 5 sellers 
(9 sellers to 14  sellers)  

Gain of 11 sellers
 (6 sellers to 17 sellers)

Change in unbranded 
wholesale gasoline price in 
cents per gallona -8 -18

Source: GAO analysis of OPIS data. 

Note: We present the results for branded gasoline in appendix IV. These results were similar and also 
statistically significant. 
aThese results were statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The 9 to 14 seller range represents 
the 25th to the 75th percentile of values that we observed at terminals in our analysis. The 6 to 17 
seller range represents the 10th to the 90th percentile.  
 

We also found that terminals supplied by the refinery spot markets with 
the lower HHIs would be expected to have lower wholesale gasoline 
prices (see table 3). We estimated that if a spot market supplying gasoline 
to a terminal were to have become less concentrated by moving from an 
HHI of 930 to 790, we would expect prices to be about 2 cents per gallon 
lower at that terminal. In addition, if a spot market supplying gasoline to a 
terminal were to have become less concentrated by moving from an HHI 
of 1470 to 700, we estimated that prices would be about 13 cents per gallon 
lower at that terminal. In general, our findings were consistent with the 
idea that markets with more sellers or more refiners supplying those 
sellers are likely to be more competitive, resulting in lower prices. We 
present trends in spot market concentration in appendix IV that ranged 
from 666 to 3,729. The median HHI across all markets was 906. 
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Table 3: Effects of Market Concentration on Unbranded Wholesale Gasoline Prices 
at Terminals Supplied by Seven Spot Markets 

Refinery spot market HHI  
Decrease in HHI 
from 930 to 790 

Decrease in HHI from 
1,470 to 700

Change in unbranded wholesale gasoline 
price in cents per gallona -2 -13

Source: GAO analysis of OPIS data. 

Note: We present the results for branded gasoline in appendix IV. These results were similar and also 
statistically significant. 
aThese results were statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The 790 to 930 range represents the 
25th to the 75th percentile of values that we observed at terminals in our branded analysis. The 700 
to 1,470 range represents the 10th to the 90th percentile. 
 

In estimating these results, we treated market concentration as 
endogenous—-meaning that changes in wholesale gasoline prices could 
affect market concentration in addition to changes in concentration 
affecting prices. For example, this could occur if high prices at one 
terminal spur new sellers to enter the market, thus decreasing 
concentration. This assumption was supported by statistical tests that we 
conducted, although because this assumption was likely to have a 
noticeable impact on our results, we also analyzed our data without it and 
found that the impact on prices of our concentration measures was 
statistically significant but smaller. For example, for unbranded prices, in 
the case of the refinery spot market HHI, the impact on wholesale prices 
was about half the size without this assumption. For the number of sellers 
at the terminal, the impact was about one-sixth of the size without this 
assumption. 

As noted above, we did not observe a trend of increasing market 
concentration nationwide between 2000 and 2008, either in the number of 
sellers at wholesale terminals or in our HHI numbers calculated for 
refinery spot market groups. For example, the average number of sellers at 
terminals across the country remained almost the same since 2000, with 
terminals averaging 11 sellers by 2008 and most having between 7 and 11 
sellers during that year (see fig. 2). However, of the terminals located in 
the 78 cities we studied, we did find that 8 terminals lost 5 or more sellers 
and 39 lost between 1 and 4—-the remainder had no change or actually 
gained sellers since 2000. 
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Figure 2: Number of Wholesale Gasoline Sellers at Terminals in 2008 

Number of terminals

Source: GAO analysis of OPIS data.
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Most of our refinery spot market HHI numbers remained moderately 
concentrated or unconcentrated during the span of our analysis, and this 
was consistent with the findings in our 2008 report, where we indicated 
that concentration was generally moderate and changed little in spot 
markets throughout the United States since 2000, except in the case of the 
New York Harbor spot market, which became more concentrated. 
However, as we reported, the New York Harbor trend may not be 
completely reflective of actual market conditions because foreign 
refineries ship a significant amount of gasoline into the East Coast (around 
60 percent of consumption). Because we were unable to account for this 
fuel, the high measure of concentration probably overstates the actual 
concentration for the market.24 However, in this current analysis we also 
found that refinery market concentration in Alaska was very high because 
of the isolated nature of that state. 

 

                                                                                                                                    
24GAO, Energy Markets: Analysis of More Past Mergers Could Enhance Federal Trade 

Commission’s Efforts to Maintain Competition in the Petroleum Industry, GAO-08-1082 
(Washington D.C.: Sept. 25, 2008). 
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Because of the complexity of the U.S. petroleum industry, it can be 
difficult to predict the impact of mergers before they are completed. 
Refined products move through a complicated supply network, where it 
can be difficult to identify the origin of fuel supplied to wholesale markets, 
making it challenging to anticipate the actual impacts of petroleum 
industry mergers on gasoline prices before the deals are completed. In 
light of these difficulties, reviewing the effects of past mergers on fuel 
prices could allow FTC to determine whether the actual effects of a 
merger reflect the anticipated effects. Although there are some limitations 
to the analytical approaches used in isolating the effects of past mergers 
and market concentration on prices, we believe the approach we used in 
our analysis provides a starting point for potential further studies of these 
impacts. Conducting retrospective reviews of past mergers could also 
allow FTC to better understand the impacts of assumptions it makes 
during merger reviews and to identify the types of mergers that are 
potentially problematic, allowing it to improve its approach to future 
merger reviews. 

As the authors of the recent study published by the National Bureau of 
Economic Research noted, it makes sense for an antitrust agency to focus 
retrospective reviews on completed mergers with the greatest likelihood 
of having reduced competition, such as mergers in highly concentrated 
markets, and in doing so the agency can focus its limited resources on the 
mergers with the greatest risk of having adversely affected prices.25 Given 
the significant relationship between wholesale gasoline prices and market 
concentration that we found, we also conclude that it may be useful to 
focus retrospective merger reviews on highly concentrated market 
regions. Such retrospective reviews would provide FTC greater assurance 
that its efforts result in consumer prices that are determined in a fair and 
competitive marketplace. This study reinforces the need to review past 
petroleum industry mergers, and we continue to recommend that FTC 
conduct such reviews more regularly and develop risk-based guidelines to 
determine when to conduct them. 

 
We provided a copy of our draft report to FTC for its review and comment. 
FTC’s Chairman provided written comments, which are reproduced in 
appendix II, along with our responses. In general, the Chairman agreed 

Concluding 
Observations 

Agency Comments 
and Our Evaluation 

                                                                                                                                    
25Orley C. Ashenfelter, Daniel Hosken, Matthew Weinberg, National Bureau of Economic 
Research, Generating Evidence to Guide Merger Enforcement.  
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with our recommendation that FTC conduct more reviews of past 
petroleum industry mergers and that FTC focus those retrospective efforts 
on mergers that present the greatest likelihood of anticompetitive effects. 
The Chairman also noted some of the limitations and an apparent 
inaccuracy in our presentation of the effects of market concentration on 
wholesale gasoline prices, which we addressed in appendix II. 
Nonetheless, the Chairman said that FTC will continue to use risk-based 
criteria for identifying past mergers for review and will direct its staff to 
evaluate more fully GAO’s contributions as it moves forward with its 
merger retrospectives and enforcement programs.  

 
 As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of 

this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 14 days from the 
report date. At that time, we will send copies to the Chairman, Federal 
Trade Commission; appropriate congressional committees; and other 
interested parties. In addition, the report will be available at no charge on 
the GAO Web site at http://www.gao.gov. 

If you or your staffs have any questions about this report, please contact 
us at (202) 512-3841, gaffiganm@gao.gov, or (202) 512-2700, 
mccoolt@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional 
Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. 
GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in 

Mark E. Gaff

appendix V. 

igan  
Director, Natural Resources and Environment 

Thomas McCool 
Director, Center for Economics  
    Applied Research and Methods 
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The objectives of this study were to examine the impacts of selected 
mergers and market concentration on wholesale gasoline prices between 
2000 and 2008. 

econometric model to explain the impact of mergers and 
rolling for other important factors that 

r model examined how wholesale 
gasoline city terminal (rack) prices were affected by mergers and variation 
in market competition. 

 
Our model examined how wholesale gasoline city terminal prices were 
affected by mergers and two measures of market competition. We used 
data from 78 (and in some cases 82) wholesale city terminals from January 
2000 through September 2008.1 We used monthly average data on 
wholesale city terminal gasoline prices. We believe that the increased 
information from higher-frequency data, for example, from using weekly 
data, would be outweighed by the extra noise generated by such relatively 
high-frequency data. Further, in general, the control variables are available 
only at monthly intervals, and some only at quarterly intervals. In 
developing our model, we consulted with a number of economists in 
industry and academia who had completed similar studies, as well as with 
economists at the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). We incorporated 
their suggestions when possible and where we thought appropriate. In 
addition, a number of economists also provided us with feedback on our 
preliminary results. 

• Our dependent variable was the logarithm of the wholesale terminal price 
of gasoline. We used an Augmented-Dickey-Fuller test designed for panel 
data to test for stationarity in levels of our dependent variables, in the case 
of both unbranded and branded prices.2 Our tests showed that our 
unbranded and branded dependent variable was stationary in levels. 
 

• We estimated separate models for unbranded and branded products to test 
for the consistency of our results. 
 

                                                                                                                                   

Objectives, Scope, and Methodology 

Introduction 

We developed an 
market concentration, while cont
may also affect gasoline prices. Ou

Econometric Model 
Specifications and 
Methodology 

The Dependent Variable: 
Wholesale Gasoline Price 

 
1See appendix IV for a list of the cities in our analysis. 

2See Kyong So Im, M. Hashem Pesaran, and Yongcheol Shin. “Testing for Unit Roots in 
Heterogeneous Panels,” Journal of Econometrics, 115, 53-74 (2003). 
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• al on 

in that specific locale. We believe that such a focus allows 
us to address the issue of what is happening in the market for gasoline in 

• age 

arying effects in our regressions by including a 
—-one for each month’s observation 

 the data. 

•  
 

entify 

• 

 
ire the list of sellers. Our hypothesis is that a larger 

number of sellers is likely to result in a more competitive market 

ach 
 the 

city level, namely, at the same level as our price data. Further, this 

 
2. Spot market Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) was measured for 

groups of refineries that supply wholesale terminals. We used spot 
markets as the basis for defining these refinery groups geographically, 

                                                                                                                                   

There may be multiple gasoline prices reported for a given city termin
a given date; in general, we used the wholesale terminal price of gasoline 
that is required 

that city. 
 
Our model specification controls for the effects of changes in the aver
price level and changes in the price of crude oil over time. We controlled 
for this and other time-v
complete set of time dummy variables
in
 

Our primary interest was to identify the impact of (1) oil company 
mergers, and (2) market concentration on gasoline prices. 

We limited our analysis to mergers (1) that occurred between 2000 and
2007, (2) that had transaction values of $200 million or greater, and (3) for
which we had useful and complete gasoline price data where each merger 
occurred. There were seven mergers that met these criteria. We used data 
from IHS Herold and the Oil Price Information Service (OPIS) to id
these mergers and then had FTC review the list. 
 
Our analysis used two measures of market concentration: 
 

1. The number of sellers that sold products during that month—-we used
OPIS data to acqu

Explanatory Variables That 
Measure the Impact of Merg
and Market Concent
Gasoline Prices 

ers 
ration on 

environment, in contrast to a situation where a small or a single seller 
might be able to engage in price setting, and hence charge higher 
prices. We recognize that this measure has drawbacks; in particular, it 
does not, in general, measure market share but rather weights e
seller equally. However, it has the advantage that it is measured at

measure has been used by other investigators to capture variation in 
local market structure.3 

 

111-1153. 

3Joris Pinkse, Margaret E. Slade, and Craig Brett. “Spatial Price Competition: A 
Semiparametric Approach,” Econometrica, Vol. 70, No. 3. May 2002, 1
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which reflect the historical grouping of U.S. refineries into seven 
refining centers. Energy traders consider gasoline available for 
delivery at these refining spot markets in order to price gasoline that is 
bought and sold at wholesale terminals, and gasoline production in 
these refining groups drives prices on the spot markets. The seven spot 
markets in the United States are in Los Angeles, San Francisco, the 

y 

m product markets and who helped us to assign individual 
refineries to spot markets based on the regions in which they sold 

an one 
tion. 

ries in states 

n, our model 
er important variables that may influence the price of 

line. 

ease 

s 

Gulf Coast, New York Harbor, Chicago, Tulsa (or Midcontinent), and 
the Pacific Northwest. In addition, we defined Alaska as a separate 
market. To define these, we collaborated with staff from OPIS, Energ
Information Administration (EIA), and FTC who had expertise on 
petroleu

most of their fuel. In some cases, a refinery operated in more th
region, so its capacity was included in both regions’ HHI calcula
Experts from EIA, FTC, and OPIS mentioned that refine
like Alaska and Hawaii primarily supply their local regions. Our study 
does not include any cities from Hawaii, and in the case of Alaska, as 
mentioned above, we treated these refineries as a separate group and 
created its own HHI.4 We then used EIA-810 data on refinery operable 
capacity in order to make the HHI calculations.5 Finally, we used OPIS 
data to match each of our cities to the spot market in which it was 
located. 
 

In addition to the impact of mergers and market concentratio
includes oth
gasoline. 

• Volume of inventory of gasoline relative to the volume of sales of gaso
This could affect the availability of gasoline at the wholesale level and 
hence affect prices. All other things equal, gasoline prices should decr
when inventories are high relative to sales and conversely when 
inventories are low relative to sales. Further, inventories may themselve
respond to changes in wholesale gasoline prices, so this variable may be 
endogenous. 
 

                                                                                                                                    

terminals in our analysis were served primarily by the Chicago spot market. 

5We dropped the non-gasoline-producing refineries (i.e., producers of asphalt etc.) from 
ment. 
08. 

Other Explanatory Variables 

4Our OPIS data did not contain gasoline prices from Hawaii. In addition, none of the 

these calculations by identifying refineries that lacked gasoline-producing equip
These data included only U.S. refiners until 2006. We extrapolated the data to 20
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• Refinery capacity utilization rate—-this could affect the wholesale pri
gasoline through changes in the availability of gasoline product. One
possibility is that when utilization rates are high, supply would be 
increased, resulting in lower prices, and conversely if utilization rates ar
low. However, it is possible that as utilization rates approach very high 
levels, there would be significant increases in the cost of production, 
which could then result in higher prices. As with the inventory-sales ratio,
the capacity utilization rate may itself be affected by gasoline prices; for
example, if gasoline prices are high, refineries may operate at higher 
capacity, so this variable may be endogenous. 
 

• Lagged dependent variable—-lagged values of the left-hand side variabl
Gasoline price data are sometimes autocorrelated, and it is reasonable to 
include the effect of past gasoline prices on current gasoline prices.

ce of 
 

e 

 
 

e. 

 

mmy variables for the different types of gasoline 
are over 30 different gasoline types used in our 

• Selection of cities to include in the model—-the OPIS data contain 393 city 

s a 

 refinery 
 

. We determined which cities each merger affected by 
entifying cities where each firm had posted either branded or unbranded 

                                                                                                                                   

6 
 

• Time fixed effects (dummy variable for each time period in the analysis)—
January 2000 through September 2008 is 105 months of data. City fixed 
effects (dummy variables for each city in the analysis)—-our analysis uses
between 78 and 82 cities’ data (we included a fixed effect for each city). 
These city fixed effects assist in controlling for unobserved heterogeneity. 
 

• Product specification du
used for price. There 
analysis, and to control for this variation, we include a dummy variable for 
each type. 
 

wholesale terminals. Some of the cities with wholesale terminals may be 
close geographically so they may not represent independent markets. A
result, we used a subset of either 78 or 82 of these cities that were in the 
most relevant and important metropolitan areas needed to model
product flows and product costs. Most cities only had one terminal and we
chose to examine only one terminal in the few cases where there was 
more than one
id

 
6In commenting on GAO’s prior work on oil companies, Energy Markets: Effects of Mergers 

 D.C.: 
Diego 

suggested that rather than impose a specific error formulation such as an AR(1), it would 

ding 

and Market Concentration in the U.S. Petroleum Industry, GAO-04-96 (Washington,
May 17, 2004), Professor Halbert White of the University of California at San 

be preferable to explicitly include lags of various variables in the model directly. We 
included a lagged dependent variable as a regressor but did not go beyond that in inclu
lags of other variables in the model. 
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wholesale prices for 26 of the 52 weeks before the merger’s announced 
date. 

We assessed the reliability of these data and found them sufficiently 
reliable for the purposes of this report. This included conducting tests for 
missing and out-of-range values and checking for completeness and 
accuracy of the data. 

 
 

 

mTable 4: Data Used in Our Econo etric Model 

Variable Description Source 

Prices Wholesale gasoline price in cents per gallon. Branded and 
unbranded. Monthly data. 

OPIS 

West Texas Intermediate crude oil 
price 

Price per gallon of West Texas Intermediate. Monthly data. EIA 

Spot Market HHI ntration, measured by refinery capacity of corporations EIA, GAO analysis Market conce
in each spot market. Monthly data. 

Number of sellers at the city 
terminal 

Number of sellers that quoted prices at the city terminal during a 
given month. Monthly data. 

OPIS 

Merger dummy variables al to 1 from the effective date of the merger to 
mber 2008.a Equal to 0 before the 

OPIS, IHS Herold  Dummy variable equ
the end of the study in Septe
effective date of the merger. We also included dummy variables for 
the period of time between the announced date and the effective 
date of the merger. 

Inventory-sales ratio Ratio of gasoline inventories to gasoline sales. Monthly data. EIA 

Refinery capacity utilization rate Capacity utilization rate. Monthly data. EIA 

Fuel type dummy variables Set of dummy variables for the gasoline fuel type. Details the main 
fuel type, presence of additives, and Reid vapor pressure (RVP). 

OPIS 

Producer Price Index  Producer Price Index. Monthly data. Department of Labor 

Employment growth Percent growth in employment at the state level. Monthly data. Department of Labor 

Unemployment rate Percent unemployment rate at the state level. Monthly data. Department of Labor 

Real personal income growth Percent growth in personal income at the state level deflated by the 
consumer price index. Quarterly data. 

Bureau of Economic 
Analysis 

Consumer price index Consumer price index. Monthly data. Department of Labor 

Source: GAO. 
aThe effective dates correspond to the completion of the deal after announcement and are as follows: 
Chevron/Texaco, Oct. 9, 2001; Phillips/Tosco, Sept. 17, 2001; Valero/UDS, Dec. 31, 2001; 
Shell/Texaco, Dec. 31, 2001; Phillips/Conoco, Aug. 30, 2002; Premcor/Williams, Mar. 31, 2003
Valero/Premcor, Sept. 1, 2005. 

 

; 

Data Sources 
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Our fixed effects model can be written as follows: 

(1),     T ..., 2, 1,  tN;..., 2, 1, i   ,ufc )Bw,x(y ittiititit ==+++=  

where: 

yit is the logarithm of wholesale terminal gasoline price at city i in month t. 

it is a vector of predetermined variables for city i in month t that are 
assumed to be independent of the error term uit. This vector includes a 

gged value of our dependent variable. 

r of possibly endogenous variables, at city i in month t. 

he fixed effect or dummy variable for city i. 

ect or dummy variable for month t. 

B is a vector of parameters to be estimated. 

Stata statistical software package. Our parameter 
f our model. Our standard 

e robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. 

ce as the dependent 
, we do not need to 

variables that vary over time but not cities, such as the price of 
llinear with the time 

I, have been shown to 

e, using merger events and
ssibl

ur wor  as  
 ta 

 the seven separate merge

x

la

wit is a vecto

ci is t

ft is the fixed eff

• We used xtivreg2 in the 
estimates are consistent given the assumptions o
error estimates ar
 

• We estimated the model using the logarithm of pri
variable. Note that because we have time dummies
control for 
crude oil because these variables would be co
dummies. 
 

• Measures of market concentration, such as the HH
dogeneity and used two-stage least be endogenous, so we tested for en

squares when appropriat  other measures of 
economic activity as instruments. 7  It is also po e that the merger 
events themselves were endogenous, but in o k, we treated them
exogenous or predetermined, primarily because we
to provide instruments for

had insufficient da
rs. 

 

                                                                                                                                    
hip: 

ures.” The Journal of Industrial Economics, vol. XLI, no. 4, 
ec. 1993, 431-438. 

Econometric model 

7See, for example, W. N. Evans et al. “Endogeneity in the Concentration-Price Relations
Causes, Consequences, and C
D
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• and the capacity 
utilization rate as endogenous. In general, our results for the effect of 
market concentration and mergers were not substantively aff y 
whether these were treated as exogenous or endogenous. 

• -sales ratio showed a significant 

p 
that 

• We estimated separate models for unbranded prices and branded prices. 

 

Table 5: Regression Results for Mergers’  Is the Logarithm of 

We estimated the model with inventory-sales ratio 

ected b

 
Some of our results for the inventory
positive relationship with respect to price, an outcome that was contrary 
to our expectations. It is possible that either the inventory-sales ratio is 
misspecified in our model or there may be a complex dynamic relationshi
that describes how inventories affect prices and vice versa, conditions 
could negate the direction of this relationship. 
 

 Results 

Effect on Unbranded Gasoline Prices—Dependent Variable
Unbranded Gasoline Price 

Variable category Variable n ient Standard error Significanceame Coeffic

 Inventory-sales ratio 0.13805 0.07596 *

 Capacity utilization rate -0.00054 0.00114

 Log of pric ***e lagged 1 period 0.46971 0.03118

Merger dummies Chevron-Texaco merger dummy -0.00906 0.00862

Phillips-Conoco merger dummy -0.00767 0.00403 *

Phillips-Tosco merger dummy 0.00311 0.00646

Premcor-Williams merger dummy 0.00648 0.00747

Shell-Tex mmy 0.00483 0.00465aco merger du

Valero-Pr cor merger dummy 0.00752 0.00244 ***em

Valero-UDS merger dummy 0.00296 0.00384

Chevro **n-Texaco "mid" dummy -0.03155 0.01420

Phill ***ips-Conoco "mid" dummy -0.01902 0.00543

Phillips-Tosco "mid" dummy -0.01355 0.01116

Premcor-Williams "mid" dummy 0.01574 0.01017

Shell-Tex 0.01616aco "mid" dummy 0.00276 

Valero-Pr cor "mid" dummy -0.00554 0.00442em

Dummies for period between 
announced and effective 
merger dates 

Valero-UDS "mid" dummy 0.00089 0.00825

CBG fuel dummy 0.00104 0.01516

CBG with 1

Gasoline specification dummies 

CARB with

0% ethanol fuel dummy 0.00043 0.00810

 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.01857 0.02322
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Variable category ficanceVariable name Coefficient Standard error Signi

CARB with MTBE fuel dummy -0.01386 0.02530

CARB with MTBE 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.01623 0.02853

C 3080 **ARB with MTBE 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.06125 0.0

CARB with no additive fuel dummy -0.02359 0.02343

Conventional with 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.00642 0.01385

Conventional with 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.00057 0.01363

Conventional with 7.8 RVP fuel dummy -0.00394 0.00831

Conventional with 8.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.02133 0.01345

Conve 0 0.00651ntional with 9.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.0000

Conventional with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.00389 0.02424

Conventional with 7.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.00367 0.01138

Conventional with 7.7% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 0.02101 0.01357

Conventional with 10% ethanol fuel dummy 0.00121 0.00886

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.0 fuel dummy 0.01349 0.01523

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.8 fuel dummy 0.00709 0.01108

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 0.00250 0.01175

Low sulfur fuel dummy 0.02275 0.00584 ***

Low sulfur 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.01268 0.01446

RFG with 10% ethanol fuel dummy ***0.03312 0.01146

RFG with 10% ethanol & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.05801 0.01609 ***

RFG with MTBE fuel dummy 0.03958 0.01015 ***

RFG with MTBE & 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.03050 0.01445 **

RFG with MTBE & 7.2 RVP fuel dummy **0.03062 0.01317

RFG with MTBE & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy **0.03315 0.01539

 

mmy RFG with 5.7% ethanol fuel du -0.00795 0.01252

   

 R-squared 0.99 

 J-statistic P value 0.77 

 Observations 8112 

 Number of cities 78 

Source: GAO analysis of various data sources (see table 4 for a list of data

0 percent level. 

ercent level. 

ent level. 

rious gasoline types ar G–Cleane
ir Resources Board; MTBE tiary-bu FG–
eid vapor pressure. 

 sources). 

* significant at the 1

** significant at the 5 p

*** significant at the 1 perc
 

Abbreviations used to describe va
Gasoline; CARB–California A

e as follows: CB
–Methyl ter

r Burning 
tyl ether; R

reformulated gasoline; RVP–R
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Note: the standard error estimates are robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. The 
fects for the cities and time dummies for ea h of data. The 

ng two-stage least squares, treat ory-sales ratio and the capacity 

Table 6: Regression Results fo line Prices—-Depende  Is the m of 

regression model included fixed ef
model is estimated usi

ch mont
ing the invent

utilization rate as endogenous. 

 

r Mergers’ Effect on Branded Gaso nt Variable  Logarith
Branded Gasoline Price 

Variable category Co Standa SignificanceVariable name efficient rd error

 Inventory-sales ratio 0.08322 0.06111

 Capacity utilization rate 0.00127 0.00079

 ***Log of price lagged 1 period 0.53191 0.02778

Chevron-Texaco merger dummy 0.00509 0.00637

Phillips-Conoco merger dummy -0.01098 0.00397 ***

Phillips-Tosco merger dummy 0.00372 0.00669

Premcor-Williams merger dummy 0.00898 0.00804

Shell-Texaco merger dummy 0.00309 0.00406

Valero-Premcor merger dummy 0.00424 0.00269

Merger dummies 

**Valero-UDS merger dummy 0.00705 0.00327

Chevron-Texaco "mid" dummy -0.01474 0.00968

Phillips-Conoco "mid" dummy - ***0.01494 0.00439

Phillips-Tosco "mid" dummy -0.01190 0.00713 *

Premcor-Williams "mid" dummy 0.01418 0.00946

Shell-Texaco "mid" dummy 0.01059 0.01404

Valero-Premcor "mid" dummy - *0.01126 0.00391 **

Dummies for period between 
announced and effective 
merger dates 

-Valero-UDS "mid" dummy 0.00225 0.00599

CBG fuel dummy -0.00951 0.01344

CBG with 10% ethanol fuel dummy -0.02969 0.01326 **

CARB with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.06737 0.02192 *** 

CARB with 5.7% ethanol 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.05 0.02734 **816 

CARB with MTBE fuel dummy -0.03 0.02751905 

CARB with MTBE 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.0 0.02400 *4107 

CARB with MTBE 8.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.005 0.0177634 

CARB with  0.02465 ** no additive fuel dummy -0.04876

Convention 0.00547 0.01046al with 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 

Convention 0.01217 0.01081al with 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 

Convention -0.00309 0.00592al with 7.8 RVP fuel dummy 

Conventional with 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.00877 0.01011

Conventional with 9.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.00156 0.00549

Gasoline specification 
dummies 

Conventional with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy 0.01944 0.02297
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Variable category Variable na eme Coefficient Standard error Significanc

Conventional with 7.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.00723 0.00855

Convention .0 fuel dummy 0.01901 0.01180al with 7.7% ethanol & RVP 9

Conventional with 10% ethanol fuel dummy 0.00362 0.00804

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.0 fuel dummy 0.01143 0.01666

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.8 fuel dummy 0.00462 0.01162

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 0.01221 0.00907

Low sulfur fuel dummy ***0.02723 0.00516

Low sulfur 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.01702 0.01180

Low sulfur 9.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.03884 0.01154 ***

RFG with 10% ethanol fuel dummy ***0.05681 0.01580

RFG with 10% ethanol & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.08463 0.01839 ***

RFG with MTBE fuel dummy 0.05851 0.01404 ***

RFG with MTBE & 7.0 RVP fuel dummy **0.03412 0.01602

RFG with MTBE & 7.2 RVP fuel dummy ***0.06048 0.01625

 

ummy ***RFG with MTBE & 8.2 RVP fuel d 0.06052 0.01712

   

 R-squared 0.99 

 J-statistic P value 0.10 

 Observations 8528 

 Number of cities 82 

Source: GAO analysis of various data sources (see table 4 for a list of data

percent level. 

e 5 percent level. 

ficant at the 1 percent level. 

ibe various gasoline types a s: CBG– urning 
Air Resources Board; MTB rtiary-bu FG–

eid vapor pressure. 

bust to hetero and auto . The 
or the cities and time dummies for e h of data. The 

ng two-stage least squares, treat ntory-sales ratio and the capacity 

 sources). 

* significant at the 10 

** significant at th

*** signi

Abbreviations used to descr
Gasoline; CARB–California 

re as follow
E–Methyl te

Cleaner B
tyl ether; R

reformulated gasoline; RVP–R

Note: the standard error estimates are ro
regression model included fixed effects f

skedasticity correlation
ach mont

model is estimated usi ing the inve
utilization rate as endogenous. 
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Table 7: Regression Results for Effect of Spot Market HHI on Unbranded Gasoline Prices—-Dependent Variable Is the 
Logarithm of Unbranded Gaso

Variable category Variable name efficient Standard Significance

line Price 

 Co  error

 Inventory-sal 0.287 **es ratio 54 0.12988

 Capacity utilization rate -0.00050 0.00158

 Log of pri 0.413 ***ce lagged 1 period 12 0.04668

 Spot market HHI 1.08939 0.38344 ***

CBG fuel du 0.038mmy 71 0.03917

CBG with 10 0.019% ethanol fuel dummy 63 0.02343

CARB with 5. -0.0177% ethanol fuel dummy 67 0.05553

CARB with M -0.045TBE fuel dummy 59 0.05912

CARB with M -0.033TBE 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 26 0.06649

CARB with M 0.097TBE 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 36 0.07046

CARB with n -0.055o additive fuel dummy 38 0.05364

Conventional -0.013with 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 60 0.02037

Conventional -0.035with 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 13 0.02531

Conventional -0.01720 0.01315with 7.8 RVP fuel dummy 
Conventional -0.05693 0.02413 **with 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 
Conventional -0.01234 0.01116with 9.0 RVP fuel dummy 
Conventional my -0.05425 0.04087with 5.7% ethanol fuel dum
Conventional my -0.01808 0.01680with 7.7% ethanol fuel dum
Conventional with 7.7% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dumm 21y 0.00361 0.023

Conventional with 10% eth -0.01459 0.01438anol fuel dummy 
Conventional with 1 mmy -0.01429 0.023940% ethanol & RVP 7.0 fuel du
Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.8 fuel dummy -0.01371 0.01834

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy -0.01909 0.01976

Low sulfur fuel dum **my 0.02051 0.00835

Low sulfur 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.01002 0.02154

RFG with 10% ethanol fuel dummy 0.01726 0.03048

RFG with 10% ethanol & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.03990 0.03678

RFG with MTBE fuel dummy 0.04091 0.02955

RFG with MTBE & 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.02401 0.04173

RFG with MTBE & 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.01629 0.03185

RFG with MTBE & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.02247 0.03317

Gasoline 
specification 
dummies 

RFG with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.03001 0.03247

   

 R-squared 0.98 

 J-statistic P value 0.93 
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Variable category Variable name Coefficient Standard error Significance

 Observations 8112 

 Number of cities 78 

Source: GAO analysis of various data sources (see table 4 for a list of . 

ificant at the 10 percent level. 

nt at the 5 percent level. 

nt at the 1 percent level. 
 

Abbreviations used to describe various gasoline type llows: CBG Burning 
Resources Board; MT yl tertiary-but  RFG–

e; RVP–Reid vapor pressure. 

r estimates are robust to het ity and autocorrelation. The 
ded fixed effects for cities and time dummies for each month of data. The 

ated using two-stage least squares, treating the inventory-sales ratio, the capacity 
ot market HHI as endoge

Table 8: Regression n Branded Gasoline Price dent Variable Is the Logarithm 

 data sources)

* sign

** significa

*** significa

s are as fo
BE–Meth

–Cleaner 
yl ether;Gasoline; CARB–California Air 

reformulated gasolin

Note: the standard erro
del inclu

eroskedastic
regression mo
model is estim
utilization rate, and the sp
 

nous. 

Results for Effect of Spot Market HHI o s—-Depen
of Branded Gasoline

Variable category nt Stand r Significance

 Price 

Variable name Coefficie ard erro

 ***Inventory-sales ratio 0.22304 0.08163

 Capacity utilization rate 0.00137 0.00098

 ***Log of price lagged 1 period 0.47259 0.03589

 *Spot market HHI 0.67462 0.35754

CBG fuel dummy 0.00546 0.01316

CBG with 10% ethanol fuel dummy -0.03869 0.01656 **

CARB with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.10739 0.02891 ***

CARB with 5.7% ethanol 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.12379 0.04177 ***

CARB with MTBE fuel dummy -0.10515 0.03823 ***

CARB with MTBE 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.08938 0.03365 ***

CARB with MTBE 8.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.00762 0.01859

CARB with no additive fuel dummy ***-0.09747 0.03220

Conventional with 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.01341 0.01455

Conventional with 7.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.01588 0.01524

Conventional with 7.8 RVP fuel dummy *-0.01426 0.00863

Conventional with 8.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.01686 0.01398

Conventional with 9.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.01031 0.00800

Conventional with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.03183 0.02743

Conventional with 7.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.01807 0.01396

Conventional with 7.7% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 0.00 0.01580432 

Conventional with 10% ethanol fuel dummy - 0.010320.01362 

Gasoline specification
dummies 

nal with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.0 fuel dummy - 0.02243

 

Conventio 0.02321 
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Variable category Variable name Coefficient r Standard erro Significance

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.8 fuel dummy 0.01558-0.02101 

Conventio

 

nal with 10% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy -0. 0.0123000775 

Low sulfur  0.00506 ***fuel dummy 0.02327

Low sulfur -0.00468 0.012767.0 RVP fuel dummy 

Low sulfur 0.01447 0.012319.0 RVP fuel dummy 

RFG with 1 0.03085 0.01638 *0% ethanol fuel dummy 

RFG with 1 ***0% ethanol & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.05823 0.02164

RFG with M ***TBE fuel dummy 0.04701 0.01341

RFG with MTBE & 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 0.01448 0.01472

RFG with M **TBE & 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.03414 0.01730

RFG with M **TBE & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.04025 0.01824

   

 R-squared 0.99 

 J-statistic P value 0.37 

 Observations 8112 

 Number of cities 78 

Source: GAO analysis of various data sources (see table 4 for a list of data

0 percent level. 

he 5 percent level. 

ant at the 1 percent level. 

ations used to describe various gasoline types a s: CBG– urning 
Air Resources Board; MTB rtiary-bu FG–

ssure. 

ust to heteroskeda nd autocorrelation. The 
or cities and time dummies for each  data. The 

ng two-stage least squares, treat ntory-sales ratio, the capacity 
 spot market HHI as endogenous

 sources). 

* significant at the 1

** significant at t

*** signific

Abbrevi re as follow Cleaner B
Gasoline; CARB–California E–Methyl te tyl ether; R
reformulated gasoline; RVP–Reid vapor pre

Note: the standard error estimates are rob
regression model included fixed effects f

sticity a
 month of

model is estimated usi
utilization rate, and the

ing the inve
. 
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Table 9: Regression Results for Effect of the Number of Sellers at the City Terminal on Unbranded Gasoline Prices—-
Dependent Variable Is the Loga

Variable category Variable name Coefficient Standard Significance

rithm of Unbranded Gasoline Price 

 error

 Inventory-sal 0.1518 0.0891es ratio 1 8 *
 Capacity utilization rate -0.001 0.001100 8
 Log of pri 0.4384 0.0379 ***ce lagged 1 period 3 6
 Number of se -0.011 0.0034llers at the city terminal 65 0 ***

CBG fuel du -0.032 0.0182mmy 64 7 *
CBG with 10 -0.037 0.0138% ethanol fuel dummy 19 6 ***
CARB with 5. -0.016 0.02617% ethanol fuel dummy 23 2
CARB with M -0.032 0.0301TBE fuel dummy 48 8
CARB with M -0.040 0.0338TBE 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 34 3
CARB with M 0.0446 0.03589TBE 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 3 
CARB with n l dummy -0.02932 0.02699o additive fue
Conventional 0.0071 0.01527with 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 5 
Conventional -0.031 0.02314with 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 38 
Conventional -0.00442 0.00929with 7.8 RVP fuel dummy 
Conventional with 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.01782-0.01883 
Conventional with 9.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.00072 0.00792
Conventional with 5 -0.00177 0.02786.7% ethanol fuel dummy 
Conventional with 7.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.00148 0.01368
Conventional with 7.7% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 0.01260 0.01689
Conventional with 10% ethanol fuel dummy 0.00155 0.01081
Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.0 fuel dummy 0.01456 0.01590
Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.8 fuel dummy 0.00020 0.01415
Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 0.00641 0.01412
Low sulfur fuel dummy 0.00574 0.01174
Low sulfur 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.00515 0.01756
RFG with 10% ethanol fuel dummy 0.00387 0.01598
RFG with 10% ethanol & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.04506 0.02021 **
RFG with MTBE fuel dummy 0.01437 0.01251
RFG with MTBE & 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.01360 0.01697
RFG with MTBE & 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.00870 0.01573
RFG with MTBE & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.00514 0.02362

Gasoline 
specification 
dummies 

RFG with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.02068 0.01752
   
 R-squared 0.99 
 J-statistic P value 0.82 
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Variable category Variable name Coefficient Standard error Significance

 Observations 8112 
 Number of cities 78 

Source: GAO analysis of various data sources (see table 4 for a list o

ficant at the 10 percent level. 

t at the 5 percent level. 

t at the 1 percent level. 

escribe various gasoline typ ows: CB Burning 
Gasoline; CARB–California Air Resources Board; M  tertiary- G–

ssure. 

r estimates are robust to het ty and autocorrelation. The 
ed fixed effects for cities an ies for e f data. The 

-stage least squares, treating the inventory-sales ratio, the capacity 
 and the number of sellers at the city ndogen

Table 10: Regression  at the City Terminal on Branded Gaso

f data sources). 

* signi

** significan

*** significan

Abbreviations used to d es are as foll G–Cleaner 
TBE–Methyl butyl ether; RF

reformulated gasoline; RVP–Reid vapor pre

Note: the standard erro
regression model includ

ated using two

eroskedastici
d time dumm ach month o

model is estim
utilization rate,  terminal as e ous. 

 

 Results for Effect of the Number of Sellers line Prices—-
Dependent Variable is rice 

Variable category t Stan r Significance

 the Logarithm of Branded Gasoline P

Variable name Coefficien dard erro

 4 Inventory-sales ratio 0.0856 0.06035

 6 Capacity utilization rate 0.0008 0.00083

 0 ***Log of price lagged 1 period 0.5142 0.02868

 9 ***Number of sellers at the city terminal -0.0086 0.00240

CBG fuel dummy -0.03247 **0.01646

CBG with 10% ethanol fuel dummy -0.05299 ***0.01589

CARB with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy -0.06950 ***0.02312

CARB with 5.7% ethanol 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.07087 **0.03008

CARB with MTBE fuel dummy -0.05644 *0.03010

CARB with MTBE 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.06272 **0.02727

CARB with MTBE 8.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.02308 0.01900

CARB with no additive fuel dummy 1 **-0.0500 0.02466

Conventional with 7.0 RVP fuel dummy 9 0.0043 0.01015

Conventional with 7.2 RVP fuel dummy -0.00966 0.01553

Conventional with 7.8 RVP fuel dummy -0.00378 0.00579

Conventional with 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 9 0.0124 0.01174

Conventional with 9.0 RVP fuel dummy 4 0.0013 0.00578

Conventional with 5.7% ethanol fuel dummy 7 0.0262 0.02227

Conventional with 7.7% ethanol fuel dummy 2 -0.0063 0.00913

Conventional with 7.7% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 6 0.0157 0.01102

Conventional with 10% ethanol fuel dummy 1 0.008190.0021

Gasoline specification 
dummies 

with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.0 fuel dummy 2 0.01698Conventional 0.0157
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Variable category Variable name Coefficient r Standard erro Significance

Conventional with 10% ethanol & RVP 7.8 fuel dummy 5 0.01164-0.0013

Conventio

 

nal with 10% ethanol & RVP 9.0 fuel dummy 0.0 0 0.00928125

Low sulfur  0.00825fuel dummy 0.01225

Low sulfur 0.00267 0.011517.0 RVP fuel dummy 

Low sulfur 0.01309 0.011839.0 RVP fuel dummy 

RFG with 1 0.03960 0.01807 **0% ethanol fuel dummy 

RFG with 1 ***0% ethanol & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.08056 0.02043

RFG with M 0.04405 0.01613 ***TBE fuel dummy 

RFG with MTBE & 7.0 RVP fuel dummy -0.00111 0.01658

RFG with M **TBE & 7.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.04595 0.01796

RFG with M 02071 *TBE & 8.2 RVP fuel dummy 0.03782 0.

   

 R-squared 0.99 

 J-statistic P value 0. 18 

 Observations 8528 

 Number of cities 82 

Source: GAO analysis of various data sources (see table 4 for a list of data

0 percent level. 

evel. 

ficant at the 1 percent level. 

ibe various gasoline types a s: CBG– urning 
Air Resources Board; MTB rtiary-bu FG–

eid vapor pressure. 
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cities and time dummies for each month of data. The 

ng two-stage least squares, treat ntory-sales ratio, the capacity 
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ion and significance

eneity of our measures of market concentration: 
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asures of market ration. ted these 
ll our models, but we also estimated our 

es as exogen e coul are the two 

sales ratio and the capacity utilization 
statistic to test for the jo eity 

 sources). 

* significant at the 1

** significant at the 5 percent l

*** signi

Abbreviations used to descr
Gasoline; CARB–California 

re as follow
E–Methyl te

Cleaner B
tyl ether; R

reformulated gasoline; RVP–R

Note: the standard error estimates are ro
regression model included fixed effects for 

skedasticity correlation

model is estimated usi ing the inve
utilization rate, and the number o
 

inal as end . 

• We found that some mer  with pri cts, but these 
effects vary in direct . 
 

• We tested for the endog
the spot market HHI and ellers. W  except
spot market HHI in the branded pric
and branded price model ull hypothesis 
of exogeneity of our me concent  We trea
variables as endogenous in a
model treating these variabl ous so w d comp
sets of results. 
 

• We tested for whether the inventory-
rate were endogenous. We used a C- int exogen
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of these variables. In some cases, the null hypothe e
rder nserva he sense of 
ent, led th ables as 

 although we recognize that this may not be the st
ator in some cases. 

 J-statistic to test for ov ficatio
, that they should be d with the regressors 

ession erro ery ca -statistic 
ll hypothesis that our inst  were 

easures of market concentration—-the 
city and the HHI for the spot market—-showed a 
ce between high  and a mpetitive 

market environment. 
 

ed the model’s results to calculate the r value impact on 
soline prices of the significant merger effe d changes in market 

n. 

•  gasoline specification 
tatistically significant or positive, a result we 
r base-case is regular clear gasoline. In some of 

as negative, in particular for the CARB and 
 in 

lifornia 
 to 

nerally reflect the type of 
asoline that would be sold in a city, given the local fuel regulations. In 

lied 

Limitations of Our 

sis of exogen ity was 
accepted and in other cases not. In o  to be co tive in t
presenting estimates that are consist we mode ese vari
endogenous,
efficient estim

atistically 

 
• We used Hansen’s eridenti n of our 

instruments: namely correlate
but uncorrelated with the regr rs. In ev se, the J
accepted the nu ruments valid. 
 
In general, the results for both m• 
number of sellers in the 
significant corresponden er prices  less co

• We us  dolla
ga cts an
concentratio
 
In many cases, our results showed the effects of
dummies to be either not s
would expect given that ou
our results, the coefficient w
CBG gasoline in the branded regressions. CARB is generally sold only
California, and it is possible that in some of our regressions, the Ca
cities’ fixed-effects are picking up the effect of what we would expect
be higher-priced CARB fuel. The presence of CBG in our data was also 
limited to one or two cities, and a similar issue may have affected our 
results for this gasoline specification. 

 
• Our gasoline data were selected so as to ge

g
Econometric Model 
and Data 

most cases we were able to assign prices accordingly, but in some cases 
other types of fuel were used in the data. In our regression models, we 
control for whatever fuel type we did use. 
 

• We used monthly data for prices and most of our control variables. State-
level personal income data were available only quarterly and were app
to the appropriate months for that quarter. 
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• The inventory-sales ratio and capacity utilization rate were at the PADD 
level, so we assigned the data observation according to which PADD the 
city was located in.8 Similarly, we used state-level data for personal 
income growth, employment growth, and the unemployment rate, and we
assigned the data observations acc
lo

 
ording to the state in which the city was 

cated. 

he PADD 
vel only. Employment growth, personal income growth rate, and the 

 were less precise than would be ideal. 

 
e 

events themselves are endogenous, but we have no further 
ata that we could have used to instrument the merger variables. 

e 

 

 a range of possible results. 

 
a 
o 

e 

 
• Our analysis was performed at the city level, but some of our data were 

available only at more aggregated geographic levels. The capacity 
utilization rate and the inventory-sales ratio were available at t
le
unemployment rate were available at the state level only. One of our 
measures of market concentration was at the spot market level. It is 
possible that in some cases these measures are too highly aggregated and 
these control variables
 

• We used merger events as instruments for our market concentration
measures, which, in general, were found to be endogenous.9 It is possibl
that the merger 
d
 

• We also estimated our model treating the concentration measures, the 
inventory-sales ratio, and the capacity utilization rate as exogenous. In 
these results, we found that the impact on prices of our concentration 
measures was statistically significant but smaller. For example, in the cas
of the spot market HHI, the price effects were about half the size in the 
case of the unbranded regressions, and for the number of city sellers, 
about one-sixth of the size in the unbranded regressions. While our tests
for exogeneity of the concentration measures generally rejected their 
being exogenous, we wanted to display
 

• We are aware of the limitations of using a fixed effects model to study
events such as mergers and to use dummy variables for mergers in such 
model.10 Further, we are aware that our model, or any model, is unlikely t
account for all conceivable factors affecting prices. With this in mind, w

                                                                                                                                    

n all cases except for the spot market HHI in the branded 
asoline prices model. 

10For example, see Halbert White, “Time-Series Estimation of the Effects of Natural 
Experiments,” Journal of Econometrics, 135, 2006, 527-566. 

8There are five Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts (PADD) in the United 
States. EIA collects much of its data according to these regions. 

9The tests rejected exogeneity i
g
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used fixed effects for cities and time dummy variables for every time 
period. The former accounts for special (possibly unobservable) effects 
that are constant over time, affecting an individual city, and the latter for 
effects that are constant across cities but vary over time, such as national 
supply disruptions. Nevertheless, we are aware that these cannot account 
for every factor that, say, may affect a group of cities for a given period of 

e 

and, 

 is broader 
eographically than is ideal, and it is measured at the refinery level. The 

t the 

that our 
esults should be viewed carefully. In particular, we are concerned that a 

 

udy. 
 

articular, as a broad means to address issues of whether an industry is 

 
• Our analysis did not account for all gasoline that is sold at wholesale 

terminals. Our gasoline wholesale price data captured about 60 percent of 

ugh other 

likely also affect the general wholesale market for a 

time; for example, a localized supply disruption, except insofar as this is 
reflected in the level of inventories or capacity utilization rate in th
PADD. 
 

• The concentration measures that we used are imperfect. On the one h
we used the number of sellers at the city terminal, a measure of 
concentration at the city level that does not measure market share, only 
market participation. Our other measure, the spot market HHI,
g
latter means that we are approximating market shares of the sellers a
city with shares of refineries in the spot market region. 
 

• We used a number of methods to test our model but we recognize 
r
difference in the effect of mergers may depend on whether we used the
announced or the effective merger dates. In order to address this issue, 
our model of mergers included dummy variables for the period of time 
between the announced date and the effective date of the merger, as well 
as a dummy variable for the time following the effective date of each 
merger. 
 

• We understand that our methodology is not a substitute for an event st
However, our methods could be used in conjunction with such—-in
p
overly concentrated, since we recognize that it is resource-intensive to 
conduct an event study for every merger. We are aware that a difference-
in-differences model provides an alternative methodology but that method 
has its own limitations, in particular, the matching of cities for treatment 
and controls. 

gasoline sold in the United States, according to EIA analysis. The 
remaining gasoline is sold directly to retailers, or thro
arrangements, and price data for these sales are not always available. 
These transactions 
particular city. 
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• Our model focused on wholesale gasoline prices, so we are unable to 
determine the extent to which the price effects that we found would be 
passed on to the retail level. 
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See comment 1. 
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See comment 1. 

See comment 1. 

See comment 2. 
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The following are GAO’s comments on the Federal Trade Commission’s 
letter dated June 3, 2009. 

 
1. Measures of market concentration are inherently difficult to develop 
because information on relevant market boundaries and sales volumes by 
gasoline sellers is not readily available. Although we made no changes to 
the report based on the Chairman’s comment, we wish to emphasize that to 
improve the robustness of our concentration analysis, we used two 
measures of market concentration—first, we used the number of sellers at 
wholesale terminals, and second, we calculated the market concentration 
of refineries in seven U.S. spot markets. We acknowledge the limitations of 
our spot market measure that the Chairman noted, especially in the case of 
the New York Harbor market, and stated these limitations in the draft 
report. However, as stated above, we did not rely solely on this one 
measure of market concentration, and we found a qualitatively similar and 
statistically significant effect when we estimated the impact of the number 
of sellers at wholesale gasoline terminals on prices. In addition, for both of 
these measures, we estimated the price effects under another set of 
statistical assumptions, and found and reported in the draft these similar, 
though smaller, price effects.1  Although our two measures of market 
concentration may not be appropriate for formulating antitrust policy, as 
the Chairman noted, our findings indicate that the effects of market 
concentration on prices may occur at lower levels of concentration than 
previously anticipated, and FTC’s access to more detailed petroleum 
industry data might allow them to make a more precise estimate of these 
potential impacts. 

2. Although our draft concentration results were correct, our presentation 
showed that the median value of market concentration was the midpoint in 
the range of price effects, when in fact the price effects were not evenly 
spread around the median. We changed the tables and text in our 

                                                                                                                                                       
1As noted on page 16, we treated market concentration as endogenous---meaning that changes in 
wholesale gasoline prices could affect market concentration in addition to changes in concentration 
affecting prices. For example, this could occur if high prices at one terminal spur new sellers to enter the 
market, thus decreasing concentration. This assumption was supported by statistical tests that we 
conducted, although because this assumption was likely to have a noticeable impact on our results, we 
also analyzed our data without it and found that the impact on prices of our concentration measures was 
statistically significant but smaller.  For example, for unbranded prices, in the case of the refinery spot 
market HHI, the impact on wholesale prices was about half the size without this assumption. For the 
number of sellers at the terminal, the impact was about one-sixth of the size without this assumption. 

GAO Comments 
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iscussion of the market concentration results to better reflect these price
ffects. 
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Appendix III: Summary Information on the 
Seven Mergers Reviewed in GAO’s 

Additional information on the specific mergers selected for review in 
GAO’s analysis, including the rationale for the merger, statements or 
remedial actions identified by the FTC in addressing potential 
anticompetitive concerns, and other relevant context surrounding the 
merger, is outlined below. 

On October 16, 2000, Chevron Corporation and Texaco announced plans 
to merge, in a transaction ultimately valued at about $45 billion. Both firms 
were large, fully integrated firms, with operations in oil exploration, 
pipeline transportation, and refining and marketing of gasoline products, 
and were considered among the largest integrated oil firms in the world. 
Chevron’s stated goal in pursuing the merger was to become the industry 
leader in total stockholder returns. Following the merger, the newly 
merged firm was projected to become the world’s fourth largest firm in oil 
exploration and production. FTC’s review of the merger identified a 
number of antitrust concerns, including coordinated threats in the refining 
and marketing sectors in a number of regions across the United States, as 
well as threats in the refining, pipeline, and marketing sectors, primarily 
across the West. As a result of these threats, FTC required the divestiture 
of a number of Texaco’s downstream assets, most notably its share of a 
joint venture with Royal Dutch Shell Group in the refining sector, as well 
as its share of two major pipelines. See figure 3 for the cities in our 
analysis where we identified competitive overlaps between these firms 
before they merged. 

Econometric Model 

Chevron Corporation and 
Texaco  
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co Merger Figure 3: Cities Affected by Chevron/Texa

Source: Copyright © Corel Corp. All rights reserved (map); GAO analysis of OPIS data.

Cities affected by the Chevron/Texaco merger (unbranded gasoline)

Albuquerque, N.Mex.
Amarillo, Tex.
Anchorage, Alaska
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Baton Rouge, La.
Beaumont, Tex.
Bloomfield, N. Mex.
Boise, Idaho
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Dallas/Metro Tex.
El Paso, Tex.

Fairbanks, Alaska
Greensboro, N.C.
Houston, Tex.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Lake Charles, La.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miami, Fla.
Mobile, Ala.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.

Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
Richmond, Va.
Sacramento, Calif.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Diego, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Sparks/Reno, Nev.
Spokane, Wash.
Tampa, Fla.
Tucson, Ariz.
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On Februa
Corporation announced 

Phillips Petroleum Corporation ry 4, 2001, Phillips Petroleum Corporation and Tosco 
plans to merge, in a transaction valued at $9.8 

billion dollars. Prior to the merger, Phillips was a large firm with refining 
and retail operations in the United States, and crude oil production 
operations worldwide, while Tosco operated in the downstream sector, 
with refining and marketing operations. In the transaction, Phillips gained 
eight U.S. refineries and 6,400 retail stations in 32 states. According to IHS 
Herold information, Phillips’ goal was to increase the profitability of its 
downstream operations and realize $250 million dollars in pretax cost 
savings. According to the Oil and Gas Journal and FTC, there was 
actually little overlap between the companies’ refining and marketing 
systems, reducing the potential for competitive concerns. In fact, FTC 
indicated that the two merging companies substantially operated in 
different parts of the country, and the combined sales of the two firms 
would not exceed 10 percent of the oil-refining or gasoline-marketing sales 
across the country. In the few cities where the firms’ gasoline-marketing 
businesses would overlap significantly, FTC indicated that the new firm 
would have a relatively low market share, making it unlikely that the new 
firm would pose a competitive threat to those markets. See figure 4 for the 
cities in our analysis where we identified competitive overlaps between 
these firms before they merged. 

and Tosco Corporation 
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Figure 4: Cities Affected by Phillips/Tosco Merger 

Source: Copyright © Corel Corp. All rights reserved (map); GAO analysis of OPIS data.

Cities affected by the Phillips/Tosco merger (unbranded gasoline)

Atlanta, Ga.
Greensboro, N.C.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Nashville, Tenn.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Spartanburg, S.C.
Tucson, Ariz.
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On May 
Ultramar Diamond Shamrock Corp

Valero Energy Corporation and 7, 2001, Valero Energy Corporation announced plans to acquire 
oration (UDS) in a transaction valued 

at $6.4 billion. Prior to the merger, both firms were focused on 
downstream refining and retail operations, each owning seven refineries. 
In the transaction, Valero acquired seven UDS refineries, approximately 
2,500 company-owned retail sites, and 2,500 branded gasoline stations in 
the United States and Canada. In a press release, Valero indicated that the 
merger would help create synergies and strategic benefits. However, 
before allowing the transaction, FTC required the divestiture of UDS’s 
Golden Eagle refinery, located in Avon, California, so as to remedy alleged 
anticompetitive concerns in the gasoline-refining and supply markets in 
California. Without this divestiture, competition would have been reduced 
by giving Valero between a 40 and 45 percent market share of gasoline 
refining in Northern California, thus enhancing its ability to unilaterally 
raise prices or to coordinate with other California refiners to raise prices. 
FTC also indicated that the claimed efficiency gains of the merger would 
have been small compared with the magnitude of the potential harm to 
consumers in California had it not required the divestiture, which with 
even a 1 cent per gallon increase, would have cost consumers an extra 
$150 million per year. See figure 5 for the cities in our analysis where we 
identified competitive overlaps between these firms before they merged. 

Ultramar Diamond Shamrock 
Corporation 
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Figure 5: Cities Affected by Valero/UDS Merger 

Source: Copyright © Corel Corp. All rights reserved (map); GAO analysis of OPIS data.

Cities affected by the Valero/UDS merger (unbranded gasoline)

Albuquerque, N.Mex.
Amarillo, Tex.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Baton Rouge, La.
Beaumont, Tex.
Columbia, Mo.
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Dallas/Metro, Tex.
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa
El Paso, Tex.
Houston, Tex.

Kansas City, Kans.
Lake Charles, La.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Sacramento, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Sioux Falls, S.Dak.
Springfield, Mo.
Tucson, Ariz.

Tulsa, Okla.
Tyler, Tex.
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On Oc
Royal Dutch

tober 9, 2001, Texaco signed a memorandum of understanding with 
 Shell Group and Saudi Refining to sell Texaco’s shares of the 

Equilon Enterprises and Motiva Enterprises joint ventures with Shell and 
Saudi Refining.1 The joint ventures included the refining, transportation, 
and marketing activities of Shell and Texaco in the United States, as 
operated by Equilon Enterprises in the West and Midwest and Motiva 
Enterprises in the East. The memorandum of understanding came about in 
response to FTC’s review of the proposed merger between Chevron 
Corporation and Texaco and subsequent concern about unilateral and 
coordinated threats posed by the merger in the refining and marketing 
sectors. Specifically, FTC found that, absent any divestitures, the 
Chevron/Texaco merger would violate antitrust law by reducing 
competition in markets such as the following: gasoline marketing in the 
West; refining, marketing, and bulk supply of CARB (California Air 
Resources Board) gasoline in California; and the terminaling and bulk 
supply of gasoline in a number of states in the West and Southwest. In 
response, FTC issued a decision and order requiring Texaco to divest all of 
its interests in the joint ventures, which included gasoline marketing in 
numerous western states, including CARB gasoline, as well as refining and 
bulk supply of gasoline in California and the Pacific Northwest, among 
others. Under the terms of the memorandum of understanding, Shell 
received 100 percent interest in Equilon, including approximately 9,000 
retail stations and four refineries, and Shell and Saudi Refining each 50 
percent interest in Motiva, including approximately 13,000 stations and 
four refineries. FTC approved the divestiture as proposed in the 
memorandum of understanding, subsequently allowing for the approval of 
the Chevron/Texaco merger. See figure 6 for the cities in our analysis 
where we identified competitive overlaps between these firms before they 
merged. 

                                                                                                                                 

Royal Dutch Shell Group  

   
ng was only a partner, and subsequent buyer, in the joint venture with Motiva 

Enterprises.  

1Saudi Refini
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Figure 6: Cities Affected by Shell/Texaco Merger 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Copyright © Corel Corp. All rights reserved (map); GAO analysis of OPIS data.

Cities affected by the Shell/Texaco merger (unbranded gasoline)

Albany, N.Y.
Albuquerque, N.Mex.
Amarillo, Tex.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Baton Rouge, La.
Beaumont, Tex.
Bloomfield, N.Mex.
Boise, Idaho
Dallas/Metro, Tex.
El Paso, Tex.
Fort Smith, Ark.

Greensboro, N.C.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Houston, Tex.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miami, Fla.
Mobile, Ala.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Portland, Ore.

Richmond, Va.
Sacramento, Calif.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Sparks/Reno, Nev.
Spartanburg, S.C.
Spokane, Wash.
St. Louis, Mo.
Tampa, Fla.
Tucson, Ariz.
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On Nov
announced

Phillips Petroleum Corporation ember 19, 2001, Conoco and Phillips Petroleum Corporation 
 plans to merge in a deal worth $31 billion. Prior to the merger, 

Philips was the third largest refiner in the United States, with 
approximately 10 percent of U.S. capacity, and Conoco was approximately 
the 11th largest refiner, with 3 percent of U.S. refining capacity. Following 
the merger, the new company became the third largest integrated energy 
company in the United States. Through the merger, Conoco and Phillips 
stated that they hoped to realize major synergies, more capital for 
upstream investment, and operational efficiencies in the downstream 
sector. Prior to the completion of the transaction, FTC analyzed the 
markets and assets involved in the merger and identified a few areas of 
competitive concern. More specifically, FTC determined that the new firm 
would have had sufficient market share to be able to coordinate or to act 
unilaterally to raise gasoline prices in eastern Colorado; northern Utah; 
Spokane, Washington; and Wichita, Kansas. As a result, FTC required 
divestitures in the areas of concern, namely the sale of Phillips’s Woods 
Cross refinery near Salt Lake City and marketing assets in northern Utah, 
as well as the sale of Conoco’s Denver-area refinery and eastern Colorado 
marketing assets. FTC also required the sale of Phillips’s gasoline terminal 
in Spokane and required an agreement related to the use of Phillip’s 
gasoline terminal in Wichita. See figure 7 for the cities in our analysis 
where we identified competitive overlaps between these firms before they 
merged. 

and Conoco  
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Figure 7: Cities Affected by Phillips/Conoco Merger 

Source: Copyright © Corel Corp. All rights reserved (map); GAO analysis of OPIS data.

Cities affected by the Phillips/Conoco merger (unbranded gasoline)

Albuquerque, N.Mex.
Amarillo, Tex.
Atlanta, Ga.
Baton Rouge, La.
Beaumont, Tex.
Bloomfield, N.Mex.
Boise, Idaho
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Dallas/Metro, Tex.
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines, Iowa

El Dorado, Ark.
El Paso, Tex.
Evansville, Ind.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Greensboro, N.C.
Houston, Tex.
Kansas City, Kans.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Lake Charles, La.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Madison, Wis.

Memphis, Tenn.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mobile, Ala.
Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Portland, Ore.
Sacramento, Calif.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Diego, Calif.

San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.
Sioux Falls, S.Dak.
Sparks/Reno, Nev.
Spartanburg, S.C.
Spokane, Wash.
Springfield, Mo.
Superior, Wis.
Tucson, Ariz.
Tulsa, Okla.
Tyler, Tex.
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On Novem
refinery located in Memphis, Tenness

Premcor and Williams ber 26, 2002, Premcor announced its intention to acquire a 
ee owned by Williams Companies, in 

a transaction valued at $367 million. Prior to the merger, both companies 
were relatively small, with Premcor operating a few refineries around the 
country and Williams a refinery in Alaska, in addition to the Memphis 
facility. As part of the transaction, Premcor acquired the refinery, as well 
as the related supply and distribution assets in and around Memphis 
owned by Williams. In an initial press release, Premcor noted that the 
Memphis refinery would help Premcor grow its presence in the Southeast, 
in addition to providing the firm with a strong, competitively positioned 
refinery, because of extensive upgrades and improvements to the facility 
in previous years by Williams. Furthermore, Premcor noted that, because 
of the refinery’s location, it expected to benefit from synergies with 
Premcor’s Lima, Ohio, refinery, as well as its midcontinent distribution 
system. In its review of the merger, FTC did not identify any potential 
threats to competition, either unilateral or coordinated. As such, the 
acquisition proceeded as planned, without any challenge from FTC. See 
figure 8 for the cities in our analysis where we identified competitive 
overlaps between these firms before they merged. 

Companies  
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Figure 8: Cities Affected by Premcor/Williams Merger 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Copyright © Corel Corp. All rights reserved (map); GAO analysis of OPIS data.

Cities affected by the Premcor/Williams merger (unbranded gasoline)

Richmond, Va.
Spartanburg, S.C.
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On April 25
plans to merge in a deal

, 2005, Valero Energy Corporation and Premcor announced 
 worth $7.6 billion. At the time, Valero was the 

fourth largest U.S. refiner, while Premcor was a smaller refiner that owned 
only four U.S. refineries, which were located in Port Arthur, Texas; 
Memphis, Tennessee; Lima, Ohio; and Delaware City, Delaware. After this 
merger, Valero became one of the largest refiners in the United States. 
Valero noted in a press release that the acquisition would allow for 
synergies in the two companies’ refining operations. As we noted in our 
2008 report, operational efficiencies at refineries were reported as the 
rationale for some mergers, because refinery operators can achieve cost 
savings by purchasing crude in bulk, among other things.2 According to 
EIA, the acquisition significantly increased Valero’s refining presence on 
the East Coast and in the Midwest. FTC conducted a nonpublic 
investigation of this merger, which FTC staff indicated was closed with no 
action to challenge the merger. See figure 9 for the cities in our analysis 
where we identified competitive overlaps between these firms before they 
merged. 

                                                                                                     

Energy Markets 

                               
2 GAO, Energy Markets: Analysis of More Past Mergers Could Enhance Federal Trade 

ommission’s Efforts to Maintain Competition in the Petroleum Industry, GAO-08-1082 
(Washington D.C.: Sept. 25, 2008). 

Premcor  
Valero Energy Corporation and 

C
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Figure 9: Cities Affected by Valero/Premcor Merger 

Source: Copyright © Corel Corp. All rights reserved (map); GAO analysis of OPIS data.

Cities affected by the Valero/Premcor merger (unbranded gasoline)

Baltimore, Md.
Beaumont, Tex.
Chicago, Ill.
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Evansville, Ind.
Harrisburg, Pa.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Lake Charles, La.
Lima, Ohio
Memphis, Tenn.
Nashville, Tenn.
Newark, N.J.
New Orleans, La.
Rockford, Ill.
Spartanburg, S.C.
St. Louis, Mo.
Toledo, Ohio
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The estim
wholesale g

ated effects of the measures of market concentration on branded 
asoline prices are shown below. 

Table 11: Effects of the Number of Sellers on Branded Wholesale Gasoline Prices at 
the Terminals in the 82 Cities We Studied 

Change in number of sellers 
at the wholesale terminal  

Gain of 6 sellers  
(8 sellers to 14  sellers)  

Gain of 12 sellers 
(5 sellers to 17 sellers)

Change in branded wholesale 
gasoline price in cents per 
gallona -8 -15

Source: GAO analysis of OPIS data. 
aThese results were statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The 8 to 14 seller range represents 
the 25th to the 75th percentile of values that we observed at terminals in our branded analysis. The 5 
to 17 seller range represents the 10th to the 90th percentile  
 

Table 12: Effects of Market Concentration on Branded Wholesale Gasoline Prices at 
Terminals Supplied by Seven Spot Markets 

Refinery spot market HHI  
Decrease in HHI  
from 930 to 790 

Decrease in HHI 
from 1,470 to 700

Change in branded wholesale 
gasoline price in cents per gallona -1 -8

Source: GAO analysis of OPIS data. 
aThese results were statistically significant at the 10 percent level. The 790 to 930 range represents 
the 25th to the 75th percentile of values that we observed at terminals in our branded analysis. The 
700 to 1,470 range represents the 10th to the 90th percentile. 

 

Table 13: Number of Sellers at Wholesale Terminals in 2008 

City name State Number of sellers  City name State Number of sellers

Anchorage Alaska 4  Newark N.J. 20

Fairbanks Alaska 3  Albuquerque N. Mex. 11

Mobile Ala. 6  Bloomfield N. Mex. 11

El Dorado Ark. 8  Las Vegas Nev. 3

Fort Smith Ark. 17  Sparks/Reno Nev. 8

Phoenix Ariz. 8  Albany N.Y. 15

Tucson Ariz. 10  Syracuse N.Y. 15

Los Angeles Calif. 7  Cincinnati Ohio 4

Sacramento Calif. 10  Cleveland Ohio 9

San Diego Calif. 6  Columbus Ohio 9

San Francisco Calif. 8  Lima Ohio 5

Denver Colo. 11  Toledo Ohio 9

Appendix IV: Additional Market 
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City name State Number of sellers  City name State Number of sellers

Miami Fla. 1714  Oklahoma City Okla. 

Tampa Fla. 14  Tulsa Okla. 13

Atlanta Ga. 14  Portland Ore. 12

Des Moines Iowa Pa. 1521  Harrisburg 

Boise Idaho lphia 12  Philade Pa. 14

Champaign Ill. bur5  Pitts gh Pa. 12

Chicago Ill. nburg S.C. 148  Sparta

Robinson Ill. ux Falls S.D. 9  Sio 17

Rockford Ill. 10  Knoxville Tenn. 14

Evansville Ind. 8  Memphis Tenn. 11

Indianapolis Ind. 13  Nashville Tenn. 13

Kansas City Kans. 819  Amarillo Tex. 

Louisville Ky. 6  Beaumont Tex. 11

Paducah Ky. 4  Corpus Christi Tex. 10

Baton Rouge La. 9  Dallas Tex. 9

Lake Charles La. 9  El Paso Tex. 10

New Orleans La. n 10  Housto Tex. 12

Baltimore Md. Tex. 17  Tyler 7

Bay City Mich. Salt Lake City Utah 97  

Detroit Mich. 11  Richmond Va. 14

Minneapolis Minn. 16  Seattle Wash. 10

Columbia Mo. 16  Spokane Wash. 7

Springfield Mo. 18  Green Bay Wis. 11

St. Louis Mo. 8  Madison Wis. 12

Greensboro  N.C. 13 Milwaukee Wis. 9

Fargo N.Dak. 14  Superior Wis. 6

Omaha Nebr. 21  Cheyenne Wyo. 9

Source: GAO analysis of OP data. 

Note: We studied the price r the number rs at wholesale terminals in 78 cities 
throughout the Un ct a broad geographic range of locations where 
gasoline is sold o ur da ions in the United States. Most 
cities had only 1 te al, an se to examine on rminal in the few cases where there w
more than 1. The 82 cities w our analysis of branded gasoline were the same as for 
unbranded, but in d Gre t.; Bismarck/ n N.Dak.; Casper Wyo.; and Sinclair, 
Wyo. 
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As shown in figure 10, trends in refinery spot market concentration were 
fairly stable tim arket ained either unconcentrate
(below 1,000 moderately concentrated (below 1,800), with the 
exception of New York Harbor and Alaska, which were both highly 
concentrated. 
 

Figure 10: Year once vels in the Seven Spot Markets That We 

over e, and most m s rem d 
) or 

ly C ntration Le
Analyzed 

e 
 calculate concentration for this spot market. 

HHI

Source: GAO analysis of EIA data.
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Source: GAO analysis of EIA data. 

Note: We had data on market concentration up to 2006 and we extrapolated them to 2008. In 
addition, none of the terminals we studied were primarily served by the Chicago spot market, and w
did not
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